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Women's
Center
speaks

Gov. term
may ·b e
extended

By Robin Peters
Members of the Women's
Center appeared at Sunday's
Senate meeting to give an
informative presentation on
their attempts to "educate the
college campus on women's
issues" this year.
The Center stressed the
problem of sexual harrassment ·
on campus as one of their main
concerns.
"We've had a number of
rapes, incidents of indecent
exposure and an increased
number of sexual harrassment
complaints reported to us,"
said O'Connor. "Not all of
these get reported to the
papers. We need to work
together to address the campus
on this issue."
They also felt is was
necessary to pressure the
administration into punishing
sexual offenders to a greater
degree.
The Center participates in
SHARP, an organization for
WOMEN'S CENTER, page 8

By Maggie McKowen
and Matt Purwinis
On November 2, the New
Hampshire voters will decide if
a governor's term should be
expanded to four years.
If passed, the constitutional
amendment will "provide for
electing the governor every
four years, with a limitation of
two consecutive terms." The
amendment would take effect
in 1986.
Passage requires a twothirds vote.
Forty six states have adopted
a four-year term. However in
New Hampshire, a state known
for it's set ways, the proposal
has developed into a
controversy.
The amendment (refered toas Question 4) is supported by
both liberals and conservatives.
The amendment has been
written into both Democratic
and Republican party
platforms.

Jf'YJr

New leader to face tough issues
By David Andrews
Only days after President

Evelyn D. Handler's announcement of her eventual
departure, the search began for
her r~lacement.
_
The next president of UNH
will face some tough issues such
as financial affairs, long range
planning within the University
System and academic quality.
"In light of a difficult
financial situation we must
continue to examine our
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Samuel Sannie carves arr-American Fagle of ice for the gourmet dinner this eveing in the MUB.
(Tim Skeer photo)
_

financial resources and how
best to use them," said Gordon
Halland, vice president of
academic affairs.
"Financial problems are
always with us, and probably
always will be,"' said Richard
Morse, interim chairman of the
Board of Trustees.
"I think we're facing a
difficult year in dealing with the
lack of dollars coming from the
general court ( of state 1
representatives in New
Hampshire)" Trustee member
Jere Chase said.
Besides being able to
generate income for the
University, one of Handler's
strengths, the next presiQ_e nt
must also deal with . faculty
issues such as salaries
and the issue of unionization.
Although many officials
denied that the turnover rate of
administrative positions was
no higher at other state
instit'utions, they did agree that
UNH faculty salaries should
become more competitive.
Because of better economic
conditions and opportunities at
other universities faculty "tend
not to see a whole lot on the
· horizon of the state university,"
said Gregg Sanborn, dean of
Student Affairs.
Although Handler's tenure
at UNH lasted only two years,
she made many decisions of
potentially lasting impact, such
as the Master Plan, a set of
proposals for UNH's future.
In the next few years these

-

proposals will be reviewed.
Many proposals pertain to the
revitalization of academic
programs such as communications, forestry
and the
biological sciences.
"The next president will have
to be continually maintaining
quality in academic programs
to meet state and student's
needs," Morse said.
In addition to all these tasks
some feel the next president
must be like Handler in
exerting strong leadership.
"I would hope the next
president can bring out the best
in people; can bring a
personality that creates
excitement in the institution,"
Chase said.
"The important thing is
President Handler has done a
good job and moved the
University forward," Morse
said.
The next president must
con.tinue to move the
University forward in the next
few years; years which will be
critical in the future of UNH.

GOV., page 17

Former mayor runs
for exec. council

By Tracy Carlson
Former Mayor of Dover in this campaign, we
not
Geraldine Sylvester will be vote on it," Sylvester said in a
challenging executive coun- telephone int~rview yesterday ..
cilor Dudley Dudley for the
"Reaganom1cs - ano New
Governor's Council in the Federalism are two different
November 2 elections.
things. I have never supported
She is currently serving her · the budget that Reagan
thirteenth year in Dover City proposed and the Democratic
Council and is a 1969 alumnus Congress passed," she said.
from UNH.
Republican Sylvester, 51,
says the main reason she is
running for the position is that
she is not pleased with her
opponent's record.
Her opponent, 46-year-old
Democrat Dudley has been a
member of the Governor's
Council for six years and has
been accused by Sylvester of
e~ng a "rub_bt:r stamp" for the
Gallen admm1stration.
Sylvester also claims that
Dudley has been campaigning
on national issues which, she
says, reflects her interest in
national politics, rather than
local issues.
In an article in Foster's Daily
Democrat, Sylvester was
quoted as saying, "It's obvious
as the campaign goes on that GERALDINE SYLVESTER
she's campaigning on two
major issues-Reaganomics and
Sylvester says she supports
A fire last week in a Forest New Federalism."
the
right-to-work law . because
The article also says that
Par-k apartment prompted
it gives employees the option to
Sylvester
supports
Reagan's
tenants there to tell fire officials
choose whether they want to
about what they consider a . economic policies while Dudley join a union.
opposes
them.
deficient alarm system. Story,
"~eaganomics is not an issue _ SYLVESTER, page 18
page 3.

Tenants cite
alarin faults

will
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·-ftEWS In BRIEF
INTERNATIONAL,
Explosive election day
MADRID, Spain -- Two bombs _exploded ~mtside banks in
the capitol city of the Basque reg10n of Spam yesterday, the
· country's gereral election day.
.
.
No group claimed responsibility for the explosions which
injured two policemen. The ~lect10n. results are expected to
give Spain its first leftist government m nearly half a century.

NATIONAL .
Poisoned prod~cts
After a r~sh of products h~ve been fout1d conta.minntcu

with a variety of poisons, dozens of cities across the country
are banning trick-or-treating.
· ~lmost a mont~ after seven deaths in the Chicago .area
attributed to cyamde-laced Tylenol, products ranging from
candy to mouth wash to soda have been found tainted with
foreign, toxic substances.

Oil spills .have lasting' effects
By Dave Andrews
Later, using some of the Friendship, Maine in . 1963,
Oil spills that occur in same methods, Mayo was able resulting in the death of a half
temperate sub-artic environ- to discover some facts about an million lobsters and other
ments such as _New England oil spill that occured _i_~__ marine life.
Through chemical testing,
can affect the environment for
Mayo and his colleagues
decades, according to Dr.
determined that after the spill, ·
Dana Mayo of Bowdoin
the town tried to clean the area
College.
by pouring 200-300 gallons of
Mayo, who spoke Wedneskerosene into the bay.
day to 45 people in Parsons
This only worsened the
Hall, has been involved in oil
spill research for the past 10 ·
condition by making the oil
lighter and more likely to
years and gave the presentapenetrate deep into the soil.
tion, "Evolution of an Oil Spill:
"Once oil gets below the
Searsport, Maine."
surface, it stays there," Mayo
"You're going to see a slow
return of marine life after an oil
said.
During the 1960's, Portland
spill and it's going to last for
Maine was the second largest
years to come," Mayo said. In
city importing oil on the east
his efforts to detect the
coast, creating a problem for
unknown sources of oil spills,
marine life due to increased oil
· Mayo was a pioneer in the area
spillage. ·· If you talk to
of gas cnromotograpny.
clammers in Maine, they'll tell
Using this method, which
you it's a tough game," Mayo
identifies a unique "finger- said.
print" of an oil source, Mayo
correctly identified the ship
j3~~~µse of high oil prices in
responsible for a spill off the
DANA MAYO
OIL,page 18 coast of Maine ou( of 27 other
tankers.

Sheik's sleek offer

Parents cautioned about _Halloween

MID LAND, P A.---Residents of a depressed mill town
are considering an offer made by a Saudi sheik to give the
town $3 million if they all pledge not to re-elect President
Ronald Reagan.
. As of Wednesday, opinions were mixed whether or not to
consider the billionaire's offer to the town of 5,200 that
recently experienced the shutdown of its only steel mill.
Officials said the Sheik, Mohammed as-Fassi, 27, had
already deposited a check to the town for $35,000 but that the
offer he made could be a violation to federal election laws.

By Cindy Gormley
Prescott says he's not in- tions are occurring in other
The Durham Selectmen favor of banning trick-qr- products such as Visine, ·
voted Monday night to urge treating all together. However, mouthwash, and soda .
"parents to take all due -he thinks more action than a · One wonders as Halloween
precautions with their children simple precaution is necessa-ev. draws near - is candy next?
That is the question Durham
this Halloween."
- "We're locking the barn
Selectman Owen Durgin__ before the horses have enter~d. · Selectmen and other neighborsaid encouraging parents to Let's do something now before ing town officials have been
exhibit precautions is enough • something happens later," , asking themselves. In some
action for them fo take. Prescott said.
_ _ _ New Hampshire towns, the
"It's a serious problem_,"· . Seyen pe?ple_died recen~ly_of quest for safety has led to the
Selectman Jim Chamberlam cyanide po1sonmg by takmg a banning of a Halloween
said, ''but I don't trunk we headache pain reliever. But - - ·
should be in a position to now it's more than a Tylenol HALLOWEEN, page 10
babysit." _ .
Scare. Copycat contamina- ·

'-LOCAL
Tear gas ~pes

Students attend marketing day

NEWINGTON --Tear gas escaping from Pease Air Force
Base was blown through several sections of Newington and
Portsmouth yesterday affecti~g s~veral hundred people and
causing six people to be hospitalized.
.
The six people were tre~ted at _Portsmouth Ho~p1tal for
injuries resulting fro~ gas mhalat~on. _The gas, wh1~h came
from a military exercise was heaviest m concentration near
·
the Fox Run Mall.

By Douglas Morton
Five speakers from various
marketing fields gathered
Wednesday in McConnell for
Marketing Day sponsored by
the Whittemore School of
Business and Economics
(WSBE).
"The Marketing Day has
been an annual event for at
least five years now. It's a good
e~perience because WSBE

Localized 1inemployment
DOVER - - Dover and Portsmouth are the· only two areas
to experience an increased unemployment rate in New
Hampshire according to the state Department of
Employment Security~
The figures, released yesterday, indicate Dover's jobless
- rate is 7.3, or 3,120. people out of work. In Portsmouth the
rate increased by only .1 percent to 5 .2 percent.
Dover's unemployment rate increased by .5 percent over
August's figures.

students take charge of management.
advertising and promoting the
Janet Prince, who started her
event," said Sr. Kim Mc Kown, own public relations firm in
chairperson for the program · Portsmouth, (Webb and Prince
committee. UNH Professor of Associates) discussed the sales
Marketing Russel Haley was promotion field.
the advising instructor for the
"A lot of people don't know
conference.
what (public relations) is all
Five topics were presented: about," said Prince, "it's a
advertising, sales management, business of communicating to a
sales ,promotion, market _
MARKETING, page ·16
research and marketing

Sweet·dreams
This Sunday you can sleep an extra hour.
That's because daylight savings time starts Sunday at 2 am.
Sometime this weekend, turn your clocks (and watches) back
one hour.

Tropical hotdog days
T_oday will be sunny with highs in the 70s according to the
Nat~onal Weather Service in Concord.
Tonight will be clear and cool with lows near the 30s
foflowed by more sunny skies and highs near 75.
Speakers at a Marketing Day forum were (left to right) Jack Baen, Jack Richardson, Ken
Curchin; Janet Prince, and Steve Norman. (Tim Skeer photo)
/

.- .
I>
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Forest Park Wants smoke alarms
By Tracy Carlson

A fire last week in a Forest
Park apartment prom pted
tenants there to notify1 fire
officials of what they consitler a
deficient alarm system. I
and have complained I that
there's only one fire exi~in a
wooden frame building a d no
smoke detecto·rs," said teva
Wingard, a resident of the
building where the fire
occurred.
According to UNH fire
Captain Bill Cote, the fire
which occurred in a first floor
apartment of a Phase Two
building last week, was caused
by some curtains that 'were

Friday when: they met with
Cote to discu~s the possibilities
of getting smpke detectors for
the building. ;
Roseann Riobillard, manager of Forest P~rk said this is the
first time a :member (of the
tehants) ha!s addressed a
fireman.
·
A tenant who wished not to
be identified i said, "I'm very
angry that Residential Life
hasn't done anything yet and
that we have to have a fire to get
things going. I will be very
angry if we· don't get any
response."
Robillard says she plans to
have a meeting with Zizos to

hamrin!! too close to

dis:t:'m:c.:

1

"I've lived upstairs for two ~ears

1

Janitors react to discussion concerning the future of their jobs
at UNH. (Caroline Blackmar photo)

Custodians upset
with GMRT proposal
By Larry LaPointe

:l

heh ter.

Over the past two years,
Wingard said she has ma4e her
concern known to the tenants
committee and made phone
calls to Residential Life but
never recei-ved any cdoperation.
Assistant Director of
Residential Life , Anthony
Zizos said he was not:aware of
the problem, but he knew there
had been a fire.
"This is the first time it's
come to my attention," he said.
"The fire department has never
a pp roached us on this."
Forest Park is an ·apartment
building complex located at the
west end of campus and is ·
operated_l>y ResiQ_e_!ltiaJJ:-ife.
The tenants had their first
organizational meeting last

be split into six areas of 500,000
Raymond Greene works as a . square feet, and that one of
janitor in Williamson Hall. He those areas be bid out privately
has been working for .the as a test area.
University for 24 years, but his
"We've been given evidence
annual salary is just a little over of clear savings," said Art
$10,000. He is afraid that his Grant, staff member for the
job, and the jobs of the other Trustees' management review
127 campus custodians, is in committee. "The Board of By Daniel Healy
jeopardy.
The $225,147 profit earned
Trustees and the University
The Govenor's Management have some obligation to see if by the dining halls over the past
Review team, a group of the savings are realistic."
two semesters was due to an
businessmen who suggest ways
G.r a n t s a i d t hat hi s · unexpected drop in the average
to cut state spending, estimated committee has to report back cost per meal (ACM),
that UNH could save $455,000 to the management review according to Director of UNH
if it contracted custodial team in January, and if the dining services· Ingeborg Lock.
services out to private firms.
University takes no action,
Despite the profit figures, a
"We're not breaking the they'll want a clear and logical $41 increase in the price of a
bank," Greene said. "We make reason why we didn't.
meal ticket - , occured this
$3.71 to $5.10 an hour. We
Yet the University is opposed semester. A ~ Mudent senate
clean up the messes and we to private contracting. subcommittee was formed last
rarely gripe."
President Evelyn Handler has week to look into the issue.
A subcommittee of the already voiced her opposition,
According to Marc
Board . of Trustees has
_Robillard, -dining hall
recommended that the campus
JANITORS, page 9
manager, the increase was due
- to rising food costs, increased

heat detector went off."
Zizos said he was not aware
of the state fire regulations that
require smoke detectors (in
living quarters).
Cote said he is going to send
a recommendation to
Residential Life that smoke
detectors be installed in the
buildings.
Zizos said if the fire
department makes that
recommendation then they
(Residential Life) "are obliged
to bring it up to standards."
"If they find the current
alarm system is not in
compliance with state
regulations or 'that it fails to

feeJing1o1

provide adequate protection,

that the system is inadequate.
Cote said the state requires
electrically :operated smoke
detectors to be installed in each
living quarter in buildings
such as the ones in Fore st Park.
He said : these detectors
involve hard wiring like the
kind in a light socket, to install.
"The requirement has been
in effect foi about four years
· and it does ~pply to the Forest
Park buildii;igs," said Cote.
However, the buildings
currently are only equipped
with electric heat detectors.
A member of the committee
said,"Weve· had fires in this
building be(ore that haven J s~t
off the heat detectors.
Potentially the building could
have been in flames before the

we will take action immediately," Zizos said.
"I'm in full support of new
fire alarms," he said. "I'm
aware that there is only one
exit. Certain buildings are
designed so they can have one
exit and be considered safe."
When asked if this building
was designed like that, he said,
"I would not say (it was)
categorically, but I would say
it's okay." Zizos said he would
try to have the University
install the alarms.
"In the interim, it would b~
advisable for Forest Park
residents to purchase their own
fire ladders," Cote said.
A member of the tenants

thP

tenanh:'

FOREST PARK, page 19

Drop in meal cost earns profit
labor costs and need for
$218,000 of renovations.
Robillard said the ACM was
projected $1.08 when the
budget was made. The actual
cost per meal, of the 1.8 ·million
meals served over the last two
semester was $1.01.
According to Robillard,
budget is made up 12 to 18
months in advance .m aking it
"really dependent on the
economy."
A drop in the expected 11%
inflation rate was partially_
responsible for the cheaper '
meals.

Lock said that "a cushion of
$15,000 was originally figured
in the budget. By March, a
profit of $90,000 was expected.
The cushion was budgeted
for unexpected costs such as
equipment failure.
Lock said she was
"somewhat surprised" at the
end of last semester when the
$225,147 figure was realized.
Lock and Robillard agreed
that "good management"
resulted in savings of $38,000
which is included in the profit
figures.

Wilderness educator says we· '!':~t· - - - - - - - - - - - ,
learn to-conserve wilde,·ness
By Patricia O'Dell

Increased usage of wilderness areas will be a major
problem in the future,
according to Paul Petzolt
director of the Wildrness
Education Association (WEA).
"If we're going to lead
simpler lives then it's going to
take less labor (and) we're
going to have a tremendous
amount ofleisure. "This will, in
turn, cause "a lot more use of
the outdoors" making trained
leaders more and more
necessary, Petzolt said.
Petzolt, former Chief
Instructor for the first Outward
Bound school in America as
well as the founder of the
National Outdoor Leadership
school (NOLS), spoke at UNH
Tuesday night.
He shared his view on the
wilderness "beyond the

PAUL PETZOLT

road head" with a packed
auditorium in Parsons Hall of
students and faculty.
Petzolt talked about two
issues he found important:
conserving America's wilderness areas and training people
to lead groups into them.
The WEA is specifically
intended to train people as
outdoor leaders. Says Petzolt,
"a lot of people don't know ,
how to use (the wilderness)and
still conserve it."
WEA differs from both
Outward Bound and NOLS , in
that it makes no attempt to
motivate the students enrolled
in the program. Anyone who is
accepted is expected to be
motivated already.
Petzolt firmly believes an
individual can be ta ugh! ~ow t.9_ .
PETZO LT, page 7

t

Frank Heald accepted a job with UNH that would prevent him -·
from doing an effective job in the General Court. He requests
voters not vote for him. (Tim Skeer photo)

YOO DESERVE THE CREDIT!

Police still searching

Join the thousands of students who have earned college
credits studying abroad in CCIS programs.

SHARE
THE COST

OFLIYING••

LOW COST QUALITY PROGRAMS
. FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

~

ENGLAND ISRAEL IRELAND GHANA SPAIN ITALY
DENMARK EGYPT SWITZERLAND ME~ICO CANADA
FRANCE INDIA GERMANY

SPRING SEMESTER IN DUBUN

I

INSTffUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12-15CREDITS
SUMMERPROGRAMSATTRINITYCOLLEGE
DUBUN

On Monday, a 1972 Red vehicle on Tuesday. The gas
Triumph TR-6 convertible was was valued at $17.00.
stolen from a parking space on .
McDaniel Drive. The vehicle is
Also on Tuesday, a resident
valued at $2,500. A complete of McLaughlin ,Hall reported a
check of area garages arid "peeping Tom" at her window.
campus parking lots by the A description of the male
' owner of the vehicle and a subject was givent to the
Public Safety Officer came up officers and a search was made
with negative _results.
of the area with negative
results.
Tuesday afternoon, Jason A.
Hastings, 20, of Mason, New
Hampshire was arrested on
charges of Impersonating an
Officer. He is scheduled to
appear in the Durham District
Court on November 12, 1982at
Wednesday afternoon a
9:00 a.m.
resident of Forest Park
reported the theft of two ten-

Police News

• Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886- 1931 X243
COLLEQE

for missing Triumph

mondau 11 1111
FIRST OI

lhl month

CON30RTICJM r-OK INTCIU:'11\TIOr,I\L

STUDIES

A UNH ~tudent reported the

speed bicycles from her outsiue

siphoning of approximately 14
gallons ot _gasoline from . his

patio. The bicycles were valued
at $4000.00.

COSA
LINDA ·

258/o OFF ALL CL1JTHINO
Through Nov. 7

The previous
owners weren't

Sample Prices

•

Re·g_._
.49.95 2/89

37.46 2/66.75

Wool Mexican Sweaters

49.95 2/89

37.46 2/66.75

29 .95 - 89 .95

22.46 - 67 .49

Muslin Mexican Wedding Shirts

19.95

14.96

Jergas (Cotton Jackets)

16.95

12.71

Wool Scarves

12.95

9.71

6.95

5.21

Ponchos

Wool Caps

AMilYVILLE D:

NQW_._

Brushed Alpaca Sweaters

so lucky. ._ this •
_ is their story!

THE ~~IONli!l

5C

PHOTO COPY
SPECIAL

•

8½ X 11"
,CAMPUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450

{;TUilfti 111111Ej)
•

MEDICINAL PLANT RESEARCH
PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
DR. EDWARD S. A YENSU
FRIDAY . OCTOBER 29, 1982
12:30-1:30 p.m.

NO TRICK!
ONLY A TREAT

PARSONS 201

Refreshments will be served.

-

SPONSORED BY

THE INTEkcuLL.EGE BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES ORGANIZATION

and
THE PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVES
Dr Edward S. Ayensu is Director of the Smithsonian Institution's Office of Biological Conservation, SecretaryGeneral of the International Union of Biological Sciences, consultant to the International Finance Corporation,
World Bank on Agro-industries for developing countries, a member of the Board of Science and Technology for
International Development of the U.S. National Academy of Science, and chairman of the African Biosciences
Network. He is a graduate of Miami University (Ohio) and earned his Ph.D. at the University of London. Professor
Ayensu's research has spanned many fields and has covered many ~ountries-compartive anatomy and phylogeny of
flowering plants, commercial and potentially useful timbers, plant and animal interactions in the tropics, and the
economics of developing nations. He is internationally recognized as a tropical biologist and science, technology and
c!evelopment, expecially in developing countries. Over the past twenty years he has worked on economically important
tropical pl~nts and animals. His recent contributions have increased our understanding of post-harvest food
conservation in tropical countries, and have been acknowledged in many nations of Africa, Central and South
America, the West Indies, Middle East, and Asia, including the People's Republic of China and the Pacific. He is the
author of 14 books and more than 80 articles. One of the world's leading scientists, Dr. Ayensu brings an impressive·
breath of experience to the seminar. He is extremely perso~able, articulate, and stimulating.

~

Come On In ...
For Your TREAT

.(;Tum nRIIU)
Downtown Durham
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CALENDAR
Gordian
Knot

Gordian·
Kn_ot

FRID A Y, October 29

DEADLINE: Midsemester- Last day to drop courses or withdraw
without academic liability.
DEADLINE: Undergraduates- Last day to carry more than 20 .
credits without a surcharge.
·

DOVER
ICE ARE1'1 A

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
The

MUB GAMES RO_OM

Stick Practice
Mon.-Fri.
11:30 - 1:00

Public Skating
Mon.-Fri.
10:00 - 11 :30 a.m.
Sunday

presents

UNH QUALIFYING EVENTS FOR: .
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE UNIONSINTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
6:30 PM
ideo Games 7:00 PM
able Tennis 7:00 PM
illiards
11:00 AM
ackgammon 6:30 PM

3:00 - 4:30
110 Portland Ave.
on
Kari~van Route
"Dover A"

~

•

Wed., Nov. 3 UNH Games Room
Wed., Nov. 3 Hamilton Smith 53
Thurs., Nov. 4 UNH Games _Room
Fri., Nov 5
UNH Games Room
Sun., Nov. 14 Carroll/ Belknap
Tues., Nov. 16 UNH Games Room
Thurs., Nov. 18 Car;oll

Ro{~

DEADLINE: Graduate Students- Last day to carry more than 16
credits without a surcharge .
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. Rhode Island.Field House,3 p.m .
MEN'S SOCCER: vs. Rhode Island. Field House, 3 p.m.
GOURMET DINNER: Sponsored by Hotel Administration
Program. Granite State Room, Memorial Union. Cocktails 6:30
p.m.; Dinner 7:30 p.m. The dinner will be presented again on Oct. 30.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Merrimack- to benefit the Friends of
UNH Hockey. Adults $3; students and young people $1. Snively
Arena, 7:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: Jim Carroll Band. Sponsored by MUSO. Memorial
Union, 8 p.m. Studel)ts $4; Non-students $5.50. UNl-1 ID/ proof of
age required.

SATURDAY, October 30

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination:
Jjutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color it Pastels. Paul Creative
Arts Center. Monday-Wednesday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday 10 a.m.8 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and
Unive.rsity holidays. Through Dec. 8.

Entry fee for each tournament is one d o ~ l a ~

FOOTBALL: vs. Rhode Island. Cowell Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
Winners of each tournament will qualify I or the New England
Intercollegiate Championships, which are to be held at Worcester State in
February.

MUSO presen,s...

IN THE MUB PUB
Admission: 50¢
Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
UNH 1.0./Proof of age required.

GOURMET DINNER: Sponsored . by Hotel Administration
Program. Granite State Room, Memorial Union. Cocktails 6:30
p.m.; Dinner 7:30 p.m.
HALLOWEEN EVE CONTRADANCE: Chip Hedler, caller.
Sponsored by Country Dancers/ Great Bay Food Coop. Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m. $2.50. Please wear soft-soled
shoes and don't forget- you will be dancing in whatever costume you
wear.
SUNDAY, October 31

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination:
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and color it Pastels. Paul Creative
Arts Center through Dec. 8.

Sunday, October '31st

HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY
Thursday, November 4

THE BEST DANCE MUSIC AROUND!

MEN'S LACROSSE: vs. New England All-Stars (Boston Lacrosse
Club). Field House athletic field, I p.m.
JV FOOTBALL: vs. Maine. Cowell Stadium, I p.m.
MUSO FILM: "The Rocky Horror Picture Show"(Jim Sharman).
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.
, UNH CONCERT CHOIR: Cleveland Howard, director. Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: DJ Night with The Now Sound Express playing yriur
requests and the best in recorded music. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. 50¢
UNH ID/ proof of age required.

NURSES RN'S-GN'
begin y_
our
profession at
White Plains
Hospital
Medical
Center

OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday, Nov 3.1982

11:00am-4:00pm
6:00 pm-8,QO pm
Complimentary Buffet
throughout the
Day and Evening
No Appointment
Necessary
Just Stop By Anytime

One ot Westchester's most pr~gious
Hospital Centers is ottering

PRECEPTOR
PROGRAM
February, 1983
Apply your protes.5ional knowledge
in the Clinical setting with the help
ot a Preceptor This is a 4-month
Preceptor Program working with a
knowledgeable RN who is responsible tor your initial orientation and
continued development. This program is designed to accommodate
individual needs and progress.
Regular scheduled seminars with
head nurses and a nursing staff.
There is no rotation with every
other weekend ott and work the
same time as your Preceptor Preceptors are accepted in sPE:cial units.

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination:
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color it Pastels. Paul Creative
Arts Center. Through Dec. 8.
AMLL FILM: "Once There Was a Girl" (Victor Eisimont). Room
110, Murkland, 7 p.m. $1.
TUESDAY, November 2

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination:
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color it Pastels. Paul Creative
Arts Center. Through Dec. 8.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: •The Double Day"--a film
about working women in Latin America. Co-sponsored by History
Department and Program for International Perspectives.
Hillsborough-'Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. Holy Cross. New Hamphire
Hall, 2 p.m.
AMLL FILM: "Once There Was a Girl" (Victor Eisimont). Room
303, James, 4 p.m. $1.
FACULTY RECITAL: Nicholas Orovich, trombone; Ruth
Edwards, piano. Bratton Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

COMPETITIVE SALARY RANGE

$19,349-$20,599 (includes a shift
ditterential ot $2,015).

For More Information Contact:
Kathleen Hayes, RN
Professional Recruiter
(914) 949-4500 Ext. 2069

WHITE PLAINS
HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CENTER
-

MONDAY? November 1

Davis Ave at East Post Rd
White Plains . N.Y 10601
Equal Opportunity
Emplo yer M /F

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of t_he Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business ·
Office hou~s: Monday- Frida~ 10 AM-2 PM. , Academic year subscription:
$18.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check t~eir ads the first_ day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
respon_stble for ty~ogra_ph1cal or other err?rs, but will reprint that part of an
~dvertt~ement m which a typographical error appears, if notified
1mm_ed1a!ely. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New
Hqmpshire, 151 MUB,_ UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue
pnnted by Journal Tnbune, Biddeford Maine.
·
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NOTICES
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.

CAREER

lecture. Tuesday, Nov. · 2, Room 19, Hamilton
Smith, 7:30 p.m.

MUB lNFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored . by
Career Planning & Placement. For students who
find it difficult to schedule regular appointments
with Career Planning & Placement Staff. Monday,
Nov. l, MUB .Balcony Table, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

LINDA WORSTER CONCERT: Sponsored by
St. Thomas More Church. Friday, Nov. 5, gym,
Catholic Student Center, Madbury Rd. 8 p.m.
Donation: $3.

EXPLbRING CAREER OPTIONS AND
FINDING CAREER INFORMATION:
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement.
Tuedsay, Nov. 2 Grafton Room Memorial Union,
·
12:30 to 2 p.m.

COMPUTER SERVICES

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E,Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.

EXPLORING MAJORS AND ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS AT UNH: Sponsored by Career
Planning & Placement, Counseling & Testing and
LA Advising Center. M,onday, Nov. I, Grafton
Room, Memorial U nion,2:30-4p.m.

DIABLO T~AINING_ SESSION: Explains how
to operat~ Dia~lo termi!1al for letter quality output
and provides information on purchasing carbon
ribbons and daisy wheels. Wednesday, Nov. 3, 2 to
3:30 p.m. Fee $2.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS

INTERNATIONAL COFFEE HOUR & PINK
PANTHER CARTOONS: Sponsored by

COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER

International Students Office. Friday, Oct. 29.

ONGOING FEMINIST :SUt'POKI

Film, Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 4 p.m.;
coffee, Commuter/Transfer Lounge, Memorial
Union, 4:30 p.m.

UKOUt':

Sponsored by Counseling & Testing and Women's
Center. Mondays, Women's Center Room 134
Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. Fo~ additionai
information contact Jo-Ellen Yale at Counseling &
Testing 862-2090.

PUBLIC SERVICE OF N.H. SPEAKER:
Hydropower- John Lyons. Sponsored by Civil
Engineering. (A.S.C.E.) Tuesdday, Nov. 2 Room
311, Kingsbury, I p.m.

SUPPORT GROUP FOR NONTRADITIONAL
ST~DENTS: Sponsored by Counseling &
Testmg. Tuesday, Room 320, Memorial Union,
12:30 to 2 p.m. this is an ongoing;drop-in support
group.

MANKIND IN AMNESIA: Awakening to
Integrity. Sponsored by Society For Wholistic
Living. Dr. Mal~om and Dawn Williams will

Journalislll courses
.eliminate need for major
According to George Forcier
By Kathy Brewer
of the Greenfield MassachusJournalism majors at some etts Recorder, a major in
schools take course after course journalism is irrelevant when it
on theory, and often graduate eomes to getting a job.
with little, if any, experience in
"Because the market is tight,
writing. At the university of we tend to hire people with the
New Hampshire, the situation moS t experience, which
is different.
invariably means daily or
In the first plac_e, UNH weekly writing experience or an
doesn't have a journalism internship,,, Forcier said.
major.
Robin Peters, a junior
In the second place, it English major, believes a
probably never will.
concentration in journalism is
"There is no journalism enough. "They want you to get
major at UNN because those of a well-balanced education and
us who teach don't want one,,, the courses they do offer give
said Andy Merton, assistant you great training,,, she said.
professor of En1dish and Peters also emphasizes the
director of the journalism quality of instruction available.
program.
·
"Our experiences. and
Merton s~id the four courses credentials as teachers are
currently offered 'in the English · based on our practical
department are enough to experience a·s writers,,, said
prepare a student for a en.g lish Professor Ron
journalism career.
Winslow.
"A strong liberal arts
"None of us have more than
background will give a student a BA," Merton said, "but we
judgment when writing,'-' he have a lot profes_sionaL
said.
-· JOURNALISM, page 16

____________________. .,;___.. . ;______..:,.;_______..;.__ <r-----------------lliiiiiiiii------Is -t he moon really made
of cheese-?

BAI

\

Ask Gordian Knot!
Send Questions to:
Gordian Knot
The New Hampshire
Rm. 151,- MUB

H

Or

MAIN STRE! T OURMAM,N.'1. ISl-7051

·cuSTOM T-SHIRT

Drop them ·o ff in -the box
at the Loan Desk at the libraryl

Businesses, clubs, organizations·
Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts
Many styles available
No order too small

MUSO
PHOTOSCHoo·L
AND
DARKROOMS

N.H. PRINTWORKS
313 I Lafayette Road

PETER C. GREIDER
603-431-83 19

Portsmouth. N.H . 03801

Commuters
Please come to a

COFFEE HOUR
on October 29
at 4:30 PM

SECOND SESSION REDISTRATION
EKTENDED TO NOVEMBER 3
-Classes in both basic and advanced photography
-Excellent instruction
-3 spac~ous darkrooms---completely equipped
REGISTRATION: Deadline- November 3rd
Price: $25-Photoschool
$20-Half semester darkroom use
For more information call or stop by the MUSO office in Rm 148-MUB, 2-1485. Ask for
Chuck Hucking, Photoschool Director or Don Eva, Darkroom Director

In . the Commuter/ Transfer Lounge

Relax with our refreshments and entertainment,
· Also, for your viewing pleasure,
PINK

PANTHER CARTOONS
/

will be shown in the
STRAFFORD Room at 4 p.m.
Sponsored by the International Student Office
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Honor society plans activities

. · N........ Yam
llaoAueJea 811et.1Uld.Jloulr' • -~

By Scot Tolman

booklets not only contain a
Eta Sigma Delta, the Hotel -detailed program description current manager of the new
Administration Honor of Hotel Aindinistration of Marriott Hotel in Boston. ·
No definite· plans have been
Society, held its first meeting of · UNH, but also a full resume for
made
for a fund raiser. Katz
the semester, Wednesday each of the members of the
October 6, to elect officers and January and May graduating said more inforniation should
plan its activities for the classes. These booklets are be available after the next
coming year.
· mailed to a number of meeting.
Eta Sigma Delta first came
Newly elected officers are corporations and will beto
UNH in 1976. McConnell
George Cozonis, President, distributed at the upcoming
Hall
houses the Office of the
and Andy Katz, Secretary- hotel shows.
National Chapter of the Honor
treasurer. According to Katz,
Members of Eta Sigma Delta
the office of vice-President will will participate in the New Society. For more information
be filled by one of the newly York Hotel show in early please contact: George Cozonis
or Andy Katz through the
inducted member this fall.
November. The show will be Hotel administration office in
Activities for the coming attended by management
year include preparation of a representatives of most of the McConnell Hall.
To be eligible you must be a
Resume Booklet for the major hotel and food servi<;e
graduating class, participati~n corporations in the East, as junior or first semester senior in
at the New York and Boston well as their suppliers and the Hotel Administration
Program and have an
Hotel Shows, quest speakers, purchasing agents.
.
accumalative
average of 3.0 or
and possibly, a fund raiser of
Among the possible speakers better. Students with a lower
some sort.
coming to UNH is Bob
Katz said the resume Horgan, an alumnus and average are selectively
admitted upon qualification
basis.

-----PETZOLT----(continued from page 3)

lead, that it isn't an innate
ability. This is precisely what
WEA is trying to do.
In the course of the program,
students are taught fundamental outdoor skills, how to use the
outdoors without hurting it,
how to handle __.people and,
most important, how to make
good decisions.
This is done, says Petzolt,
_"by making them _mak~
decisions under realistic ,

conditions." Petzolt feels the
wilderness is ideal, because an
outdoor leader is forced to act
immediately on the basis of his
decisions. ..We think we're
teaching judgement" said
Petzolt, then corrected himself
immediately saying "we are."
The point Petzolt stressed
was the need for education. As
he state~_!!..! the be_E;innin_g of hi_s _
lecture, "There is a real need for
increasing our knowledge of

the wild beyond the roadhead."
He feels WEA will he_lp
alleviate this problem.
To do so, the WEA has
established the National
Standard Program · For
Outdoor Leadership Certification. Petzolt hopes this
program will become, as the
name implies, the universally
accepted one, "like the Red
Cross is for first aid."

r

PAGE SEVEN

Caadlde• ·Oo&taea
- 'tabld.-. . . . . .

--

•Amay~ .

Across from th~ bandstand
Downtown Exeter ·
. Easy ric;te on Ka!i-Van

'178-141"7"
Exeter~ .NH 03833

BE IN THE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAY'S
TECHNOLOGY
ASAN AIR
FORCE
ENGINEER

Our

engin~ring officers-are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
.materialize. They have the :finest, state-ofthe-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive t9 research~
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this _dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. our first step
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact

r

your Air .Force recruiter at 603-625-4737,
TSgt. Bob Fouquette. Call CQllect.

-· The

Pat.Metheny
Group,Nov. _14th,.8:00 p.ij).
· . Field House
,,
Tickets on ··sale: MUB Ticket Office
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-----------WOMEN'S CENTER-----------, continued from page 1)

Sexual Harra&sment and Rape
Janet Jacobson, a core .
Prevention. Center member member, gave a brief;
Sarah Lee is part of the description of the Center's
program which sponsors films history. According to
such as Primal Fear, a movie Jacobson, the main goal of the
on rape, and lectures at various 8-year old organization is to
dorms dealing with the "raise the status of women."
definition of sexual harrassShe said 1982 as a victorious
ment. The program, led by year for the women, when
Nancy Schroeder, assistant Senators voted to support the
dean of students, also offers Center with a $9,000 SAFC
private counseling to those who funded budget.
have been harrassed or
Business Manager Lisa Beth
__ Wortherspoon el~borat_ed__Q_n_
assaulted.

·EXPLORING CAREER
OPTIONS
AND

FINDING CAREER
INFORMATION
Tuesday, November
12:30-2:00 p.
Grafton Room-MUB

ways tha(budget has been used Abortion Rights League) has Studies program have helped
to benefit the Center.
~everal meetings and coming with getting Women's Center
"We're in the process of up next week, the Center. is projects off the ground.
updating our library and we've sponsoring a showcase of
Sheila Gray, Advertising and
already spent $200 on books," women athletes to gain support . Resources Manager, spoke on
she said. The Centers• for their contribution to the long term goals.
bookshelves house texts on University.
"We really need to educate
women's history, sexuality and
"O'Connor mentioned that the college campus on women's
poetry, among other women- the Center has a number of issues," she said. "Supposedly,
related topics. All are available support groups, such as a now is the time in our lives
to the general public.
feminist support group, a when we're the most liberal."
In addition, $150 worth .of referral for counseling and a
Gray said she found it
magazines have been purchas- men's consciousness· raising frustrating to live with the fear
ed and are also available for group, which has a member- of being attacked.
lending. Wortherspoon shipof6men.
"Iwanttobeabletorun,or
mentioned Second · Way, · a
Future projects include a walk, alone, without the fear,"
· feminist movement publica- coffee hour on November 21 at she said.
tion, and Off Our Backs, a news 7:00 p.m. in the Philip Hale
She also cited low salaries
magazine, as recent invest- Rm. of PCAC and a lecture by and· underrepresentation in
ments.
Shirley Chisholm, the first government as problem areas
Program Director Sharon black woman to enter congress. for women.
O'Connor briefed senators on
Several sororities have asked
According to the Center,_
Center sponsored programs, . the ~enter_ to put on programs women earn an average of 60
and plans for nnure projects.
dealing with . sexual ha:-rasscents to every man's dollar.
"Between Sept. 10 and Oct. ment, anorex1.a nervosa, and
'"Men with an eight grade'e
. 22 we've had seven programs," __ por~ography, as ~ell.
. _ education are earning -about
she said. Slide presentations 1.
-0_ c;onnor said that m $5,000 more a year than women
such as "What is Feminism?" _ add1t10n to the 12 core with college educations," said
and "Women Loving Women" members and 20 supporters of Wotherspoon.
attracted between 20 and 30 the women's center, several
"Feminism is not a dirty
·viewers, and a crowd of 35 networks such_as the De~m of word," Gray said. "It just
appeared to hear Marjorie Students office, Pr~s1dent means that we're looking for
•Curtis speak on feminism
Handler, Career Planning and equality."
The N~RL_ _LNati~nal, ~ Placement and the Women's . Gray felt that people were
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. not really aware of the
problems women face in todays
society. The Women's Center is
looking to change that.
"We're living in a cocoon
here (UNH)," said Gray.
"Sooner or later, it'll hit us that
there's a lot of inequality in the
world."

HALWWEEN
PAR1Y
This Sunday Oct. 31.
at the

Program Sponsored By
Ca~eer Planning and Placement Service

Cat Nip Pub

American
Cancer
Society

~
®

Durhams Favorite Band

·Still Water Run

Capitol's low fares

"What a·break!..
Wherever we flY, we have the lowest
unrestricted fares. That means no advance
purchase, no minimum stay. We're always
glad to see you, even at the last minute.
Make up your mind today- and by tomorrow, you're 6n your way!
- For reservations and information, call
your Travel Agent or Capitol Air at 212883-0750 in New York CitY, 312-347-0230 in
Chicago, 213-986-844.5 in Los Angeles, 415956-8111 in San Francisco or 305-372-8000
in Miami. Outside these areas, please call
800-227-4865 (8-0-0-C-A-P-I-T-O-L).

SERVING THE-PUBLIC FQR 36 YEARS
.

*

Chicago

* 80st0 n

**

-* Brussels
SanFranc1sco*z?; ~*~
- -Frankfurt
Los Angeles*
Ph1ladelph1a*{\wYor - - --- Zurich

Don't ·Miss It!!

"

~

•

HA VE A .PROBLEM?

38 Main St.

COOL-AID

Durham N.H.

is here to help

868-5530
I\
--

-

Mon -

We offer

Happy Hour
8 - close

Tues -

-trained listeners
-confidentiality
-information
-referrals
-someone who ca~~~~ -

Happy Hour
8 - close

Wed ·
Pizza Night - 50¢ off
5 - close

M1am1:~
Puerto Plata*

* San Juan

.

·-

Thurs

Open every night 8-11

Happy Hour

I

-.J~fiiiiiiA,a
-

THE IDWEST FARE

7r9

Call us at

·-

Fri

862-2293 .

Happy Hour ·
7-9
~

-

,r

... ..,...,.

◄

.•
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--JANITORS-(continued from page 3)
and G·rant has recieved letters
According to Grant, the
ap.d pet_i~ion~igne<i_ by faculty proposal also contains a clause
staff and students, against the stating that -each custodian
proposal.
working in that area must be
The University opposes the offered employment by the
proposal, according to Grant, lowest bidding contractor.
because the quality of service
Grant pointed out that the
will decline.
cost of custodial work at the
"'It is ridiculous to lower the University has gone down in
the level of service when they're the past few years. In 1980, it
cost 63¢ a square foot...1.Q keep_
low now," he said.
"We do a lot of extra things," the inside of buildings clean for
custodian Nora Ellis said. "I a year. Now it co~ts 53¢ per
feel I help the kids a lot. No sq u a re fo o t , and the
contractor is going to take time Management Review team says
to do the things we do."
private contractors can do it for
For example, UNH 47.9¢.
custodians will sometimes
~-'They've made excellent
shovel snow.
progress," Grant said. "The
"A private contractor does University may very well be the
only what he gets paid for," low bidder."
Grant 1,;aid "HP'11 c;:hovP1 c;:now,

The

tec;:t

area

would
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THE STONE CHURCt;

I

on th ~, hi 11 in '\ t • ,, ma~· h • · l
THOSE ROSCOES

Friday_ Oct. 29th

I
,--------I
L
1

Saturday Oct. 30th

$1 off with th~ ad
before 9:30 p.m. Friday

----------

THE INCREDIBLE
CASUALS
-

- Hallo_ween ~~!tume _P~~ty!

Famous Bra

be

Coat Leu

but he '11 want to be paid extra evaluated in late spring of I984.
for it."
If it goes well the Finance and
If the proposal for a test area Budget Committee would bid
is passed, the University will . outthe other five areas. It could
give the 22-25 custodians also fail.
working in that area a chance - "There's not much I can say,"
to transfer within the system custodian Claire French said.
when and if the positions are "I'll just have to wait and see
available.
what happens."

JUST D

Women's 5-10 .

15.99

compare at $2
Women's 5-10

18~99
compare at $28 .:•;~ -

Don't
Forget to
Tum Back
Your Clocks
on
Saturday!

.

other styles, - ------~
>_
Men's & Child's
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-9
ALSO AT GREAT SAVINGS Sat. 9-5:30

RED'S-\6~=
Broadway

742-1893

Dover, N.H.

/-------------------------------UNH Celebrity Series

TOKYO
STRING
QUARTET

omen5'
Center
presents

The Honorable

Shirley Chisholm

Sp.m. Thursday, November4
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Memorial Union Ticket Office
Monday-Friday
10a.m.-4p.m.
603/862-2290

General Public fl
UNH Faculty /Staff $6
Senior Citizens and
NH Students $5
All Tickets at the Door fl

November 4 at 4:00 p.m.
Strafford Room of the MUB
Admission Free
Day Care Available
Call 862-1968 for more information
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~-----------~,HALLOWEEN-------(continued from page 2)
tradition: door-to-door trickThey won't be trick or potential for food con.famin.or-treating.
.
. · treating this year,not because ation at Halloween has always
Proponents say the banning she doesn't trust her neighbors existed, but the Tylenol Scare
will ensure safety of children but because even if candy is . has "brought it to the
from crazy people wh<f!! get well-wrapped it could have forefront."
ideas from the Tylen·ot been tampered with.
For the benefit of children.,
incident.
On the ot.her hand, Durham banning trick-or-treating is
~
resident, Robin Avery says she something towns have to
- -Opponents-say Halloweenjs . "would just as soon see the consider, he said, but "it's too
a personal matter and should selectmen vote trick-or- bad you have to go to those
be left up to parents to decide treating down," because the extremes."
whether or not their children tradition of Halloween has
One anonymous resident
will trick-or-treat.
already been ruined by razor doesn't think towns should ban
- A Durham · resident, who- blades in apples and other the tradition. He says he knows
wishes to remain anonymous, incidents in past years.
ten people in his neighborhood
says Selectmen don't have to
To keep the Halloween who are going to be as careful
consider this issue in order to traditir-r. alive, Avery says you as he will be this Halloween.
ensure her children's safety.
need an overwhelming trust in
"If you're going to buy
"My eight-year old son the product.
- something that somebody has
would probably say he's being
"I only buy wrapped candy tampered with, you'd know it,"
treated unfairly (because he now," she said. "I don't want h·e said.
can't trick-or-treat), but there the finger pointed at me."
Robert Webster says for
are some risks that you just
Fred Reischer, another . years he and his wife have given
. don't take." she said.
Durham resident, ~~y~ the
money in'-tP::ui of c,~nny "Th::1t

way they can buytheirown,"he
said .
Alfred Rocci, Jr. principal of
Oyster River Elementary
, School, said even though
dan_gerous things can hap_pe_.!1_
on Halloween, you can't lock
· kids up. There isn't much talk
about the Tylenol Scare among
their pupils.
"Because progress reports
come out this week, tQ_ey're
. more concerned about whether
or not they'll be able to go to
the Halloween Dance this
Friday night," he said.
The Tylenol scare has scared
some towns, however. Mayor
George ~aid recently instituted
an informal ban on trick-ortreating in Sommersworth.
Their Halloween will consist of
private parties for children,
. \\_'here all _candy is pre-wrapped .

A & P Store Manager,
Charles Abraham says there
hasn't been enough time since
the ban was announced to see if
it will have any effect on their
Halloween candy profits.
"It could create a problem
because we've already ordered
our.stock," he said. "But if one
kid is saved from harm because
of this ban, it's worth it."
Prescott says the time to
think about consequences is
now, not later.
"You don't talk about
Halloween when they're
talking about two 'dead
bodies," he said. "You talk
about Halloween before they
carry two dead bodies away."

Before We Put You In Charge Of The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,
We Put You Through The World's
Most Sophisticated Nudear Training.
It takes more than 16
that most of the men
months of intensive
who operate the
training to become a
reactors in private
fully qualified officer in
industry started in the
the Nuclear Navy. You
Nuclear Navy.)
begin with four months
It takes more time
of leadership training.
and more effort to
Then as a Navy officer
become an officer in the
you get a full year of
Nuclear Navy. But the
graduate-level training
rewards are greater, too.
unavailable anywhere else at any price.
The rewards can begin as early as
Navy training is based on more than your junior year in college. Qualify, and
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right
the Navy will pay you approximately
now the Navy operates over half the
$1000/month while you finish school.
nuclear reactors in America. And the
After four years, with regular
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most
promotions and salary increases, you can
sophisticated in the world. That's why
be earning as much as $37,400. That's on
your Navy training is and must be the
top of a benefits package that includes
· most sophisticated in the world.
medical and dental care, and 30 days'
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy,
vacation earned every year. More
you have decision-making authority
responsibility, more money, more future.
immediately. You get important manageSo, if you're majoring in math,
ment responsibility
or the
~~~;;U-;;;T-;- - - - -; ;;; 7 engineering
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University Forum
Ron Winslow

The real cost of the Al1llllllus issue
. The recent burning of 50,000 copies of the
.Alumnus has provoked some mild concern on
campus over the $10,000-plus that the trip to the
incinerator.cost.
But as a journalist, an alumnus and a member of
the faculty, I think it cost the university much more
than that.
The magazine was burned because President
Handler was worried that a picture of a student in a
cap and gown holding a corked bottle of
champagne with a ribbon around it perpetuated the
image of the university as a · drinking school. ,
Comments from the president and William
Rothwell, director of alumni affairs, were filled

, with concern about the damage the cover would
· have caused to the University's image in a budget
year, during a major fund-raising campaign, and
among our alumni in general. So, it was burned.
It may be too strong to say that the burning of the
magazine was an act of censorship. The Alumnus is
not an ·independent publication, but a house organ,
with the purpose of informing alumni of news
about the campus while promoting a favorable
image of the University.
Nevertheless, during the past two years, our
nation has been awash with organizations fighting
to ban, destroy, even burn widely acclaimed books
because their members are afraid of the message
those books bring to their reader.
The Alumnus does not rank among the literary
classics, but its burning is a disturbing symbol of the
threat to free inquiry and intellectual endeavor that
.a university must strive to uphold.
Its burning also undermines the serious effort
that the Administration has mounted against the
problem of alcohol abuse on this campus. I know
few details about this effort, but I do know that it is
an ambitious one and that President Handler
herself has made it a top campus priority. Whatever
the program's. merits, I believe that the burning of

the Alumnus seriously undermined it by reducing
the alcohol problem to one of image rather than
substance.
By coincidence, the same week that The New
Hampshire and The Commuter Advocate disclosed
the incident, I went to Dartmouth College on
assignment for The New York Times to write an
article about that school's effort to address the
problem of campus drinking.
For those who bother to rate such things, it is
likely that Dartmouth's reputation as a drinking
school surpasses that of UNH, and it is both an ·
image and a problem that much of the Dartmouth
~ hont

Dnring a day-Jong

messaee: accomplishment. joy. and ceJehration-

visit to the campus, I learned that it is also a
problem Dartmouth is not afraid to talk about.
Among the materials and information I brought
b'ack from the campus were:
-a copy of a widely-distributed publication about
alcohol use at Dartmouth with a cover showing a
Dartmouth mug, decorated with the college cres~,
overflowing with beer.
-a story, confirmed by Dartmouth's president,
that a trustee, after confessing to his fellow board
members that he was an alcoholic, offered to resign
out of fear that his problem might hurt the college's
fund-raising efforts. The trustees refused to accept
his resignation and supported his effort to
overcome his alcoholism. The trustee has since
participated in meetings and a symposium to help
focus attention on the issue.
-a letter published in 1976 in, yes, the Dartmouth
Alumni Magazine, in which an alumnus who
became an alcoholic said he had learned to drink at
Dartmouth, but that he.had I.earned no facts about
drinking while at Dartmouth. The letter was one of.
the catalysts for the ambitious alcohol awareness
program in operation at Dartmouth.
When I returned to the UNH campus, it was hard
not to compare the approaches of the two schools .

exactly what commencement is all about. But that's
not the point.
For the record, I was also disturbed that the cost
to destroy that photograph amounted to the .a nnual
in-state tuition for six students; that President
Handler.'s assistant John Hose shrugged this cost
off in The New Hampshire saying, "These thing
happen."; and that gifts to the university will pay
for the second press run. Certainly such
information gave me pause when, as an alumnus; I
was called last week and asked to make a pledge to
the Campaign for Distinction. But that's not the
point either.
The point is this: a University that holds the
process of free inquiry among its highest values,
that considers itself a place where people learn to
face and discuss problems openly as part of the
educational process, has no business burning a
publication out of fear of a tarnished image. If this
is indicative of a university's priorities, I know of no
fund-raising campaign that can help it advance
toward distinction. _

community is concernf'ci
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Old enough for the draft but not if it's on tap
This past August, my son, Matt, reached his
eighteenth birthday. He went down to the town
clerk's office and registered to vote. He stopped at .
the post office and registered for the draft. Then, we
went out to lunch and ordered a couple of beers. He
couldn't get served, though. Too young,
That made me mad. Here he was, considered
mature enough to vote and defend the country, yet
he was somehow too immature to handle a drink.
To say that our society treats 18-year-olds
inconsistently is putting it mildly.
I suppose the inconsistency could be removed by ·
abolishing the draft registration and raising the
voting age again, but I doubt that either of those
changes is about to happen. For the immediate ·
future, under the laws of most states, 18-year-olds
will be old enough to vote, old enoµgh (if male) to
fight and, conceivably, die for this country, but not
old enough to bu·y a beer. I think this situation
stinks.
I could accept this inconsistency if it were
somehow necessary, but I don't believe it is. The
main argument in favor of age restrictions on
drinking is well known. States that have raised their
legal drinking age have seen a reduction in the
number of teen-agers killed in alcohol-related auto
accidents. While I readily concede that drunk
driving by teenagers is a terrible problem, I still
don't see age restrictions as the necessary or only
answer. Since drunk driving is a general problem in
our society (not all drunk drivers are under 20!), a
general solution is in order.
The best way to deal with drunk driving, by
drivers of all ages, is to enact and enforce tough
drunk driving laws. This is the approach used in
most European countries, and it has recently been
adopted by Maine and Massachusetts. This

Dartmouth seemed to be discussing an admittedly ·
sensitive question openly, and using that openness
to promote its own image as an institution that is
not afraid to acknowledge and confront a serious
problem. UNH took what the president viewed as
evidence of the alcohol problem here, and to keep it
from our alumni, the state legislature and the public
at large, burned it.
For what it's worth·, I found the offending
photograph totally inoffensive. The expression on
the graduate's face, with the tassle dangling from
her mortor board and her left hand clutching the
beribboned bottle of champagne gave a clear

approach works well in Europe, and it should work
here, too, if the penalties are stiff enough:
mandatory loss of license for varying periods
(permanent loss for repeat offenders), mandatory
jail sentences for repeat offenders--penalties that
will make anyone think twice before driving with
even the slightest buzz on.
A tough drunk driving policy is not only the most
effective solution to the problem; it is also the most
equitable. Age restrictions punish the many for the
abuses of the few. Drunk driving laws affect the
actual abusers, whatever their age.
Aside from its effect on drunk driving-a problem
which can be handled better in other ways-I can see
no advantage to restricting 18-year-olds from
drinking legally. In fact, I see so many
disadvantages to this approach that I believe it does ·
far more harm than good.
Raising the legal age to 20, as Maine, ·
'Massachusetts, and New Hampshire have all
recently done, does not keep 18-year-olds from ·
drinking. They have a slightly harder time getting
the stuff, but they find ways and means: older
friends, parents, false i.d. 's. What the higher age
does do is keep people under 20 out of bars and
nightclubs, and restrict their drinking to private
parties, where drinking is often the central, or only,
attraction.
I would much, much rather have young people
out in public bars or nightclubs, where they could
dance or listen to live music, as well as drink. A
nightclub, as a public place, exerts a degree of .
control over the level of drinking; if you act like an
animal, you get shut off and kicked out. No such
control exists at a private party, where the animals
can roam until they drop. All the higher drinking
age does is kee_p teen-age drinking in its crudest, ·

· Ron Winslow is assistant professor of English. His
article on Dartmouth s alcohol program will
appear in The New York Times Education
Supplement on Sunday, November 14th.

Tholllas Carnicelli
least civilized form.
Age restrictions on drinking also have more
subtle negative effects. Respect for law is not
exactly enhanced by drinking laws which are
universally regarded by young people as arbitrary,
hypocritical, and ineffectual (since regulation of
private drinking is a hopeless task). I cannot
conceive of a young person who would refuse to
drink because it is illegal. The drinking law is the
law you love to break.
I doubt very much that disrespect for drinking
laws often develops into serious disrespect for the
law in general, and for the whole social order.
Thumbing one's nose at drinking laws is, at least for
a normal young person, merely a playful social
game, not a prelude to a life of crime or social
revolution.
Still, it's important to note that age restrictions
on drinking do keep young people in an "us"versus ·
"them" relationship to the larger society. Children
growing up always think in these terms: parents,
school, adults generally are the "them" who prevent
"us" kids from doing what we want. It's a mark of
maturity when a person gets beyond this attitude
and realizes that the social order is not simply a
cruel and arbitrary machine designed to oppress the
individual. All of "us" become "them" in ti me, and
come to see that the adult world is at least trying to
do the right thing.
Age restrictions on drinking, by denying full
adult status to 18-year-olds, may be delaying this
growing process and keeping them at odds with
DRINKING, page 14

Thomas Carnicelli is a Professor of English and
chairman of the English teaching program at UNH.
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Editorial
Controlling the time bomb
Rumor has it that President Ronald Reagan
considered visiting New Hampshire this
weekend to campaign for gubernatorial
candidate John Sununu. But Reagan should
have been in New Hampshire last weekend,
and he should have heard remarks made at a
conference in Concord on arms control versus
the arms race.

-To initiate a freeze on testing, production,
and deployment of strategic weapons at the
Salt II level.
-To seek an agreement with the Soviet
Union on incremental reduction of strategic
weapons.
-To prevent the spread of nuclear weapons
to smaller nations around the world.
Ford also said the U.S. must display a "well-

U.S. Senator John Glenn's forei2n policy
director, Carl ·Ford, outlined a program for
dealing with nuclear arms which would
prevent the explosion of the "nuclear time
bomb" that the United States and Soviet
Union have built over the past few decades.
The program contrasted, in many ways, with
President Reagan's foreign policy. Among
Ford's proposals were:

defined and coherent'' foreign pofo;y. l11 that

policy ,arms control wouid be one of the most
valuable components.
According to recent reports, the Soviet
Union . will soon have a new leader; as the
current leader's health worsens, analysts
speculate on his successor.~nd while there's
little chance · for any major political or
ideological changes with the change m

leadership, it will be a time for the U.S. to
initiate arms talks again.
It will be a time for diplomacy. The leaders
of both nations must realize that they each
have enough nuclear weapons to initiate
ultimate destruction, and that further
production is a waste.
Said Ford: "Arms negotiations will not
result f1 om lu~k. or wishful thinking. If we are
to a void stumbling into a nuclear nightmare, it
will be necessary to come to grips with some
very fundamental facts."
The campaign against the nuclear arms race
seems to have peaked this summer, and then ·
died. But we must continue that campaign, and
continue to look for opportunities to prevent
nuclear disaster.

Letters
------------------------------------------------------------------------~

faculty we must give them what We all need that.
they deserve. It is in the best
Charles A. Tarbell
interest of the students, the faculty
Co-Chairman
To the Editor:
and the State.
Students for Sununu
More than any other candidate,
John Sununu has made the
Durham, NH
John Sununu, the Republican comitment to provide more direct
candidate for governor, tuition aid to New Hampshire
understands the University of New students while providing the same P.S."Please vote.
Hampshire (UNH). As a professor level of University funding. We
and former dean at Tufts N.H. students are one ofthe State's
Qniversity, he knows what types of greatest assets.
problems face our university and
Also in regard to student aid
he will work to solve them.
John Sununu praised President To the Editor:
I enjoy your newspaper and as a
John Sununu would like to see Reagan for signing legislation
iess of the available money going contiuing federal loans and grants recent graduate of UNH (in 1971,
for administrative costs and more to 5.5 million poor and middle and as you get into your 30's ten
going towards our educational class students. Sununu said, "A years or so is "recent''), I try to
programs.
.
mind is too precious an asset to keep in touch with the University.
Although I myself am running
UNH is operated as a publically waste and I am glad the President
supported private institution. It is will continue the vital college aid for reelection to the State Senate, I
not public in the sense that the program. This action insures the wanted this time to make just a
University systems of California same number of students will be _couple of observations about the
and New York are public. The eligible for college loans and grants report I read in The New
legislature does not have much · during 1983-84 as have been Hampshire concerning the
control over the decisions. covered in the past two years. The appearance on campus of
University decisions are made by bill also restores student aid for Republican Gubernatorial
the_Trust~es an~ Pr_inc~ple Qfficers approximately 50,000 veterans Nominee John Sununu.
While I like John personally,
as m a private mst1tut1on.
who are attending or planning to
and served in the House with him, I
The only problem with this attend college."
system is that there has
John Sununu knows educat- find his politics deceptive, at best.
traditionally been a poor working ional institutions from top to When he sa·ys he supports the
relationship between the State bottom, student to administrator University System and increased
Government and the University - his background is impressive: aid, he is being mighty
Administration and Board of He received his B.S., M.S. , and hypocritical. Not only does he
Trustees.
PhD. from Massachusetts oppose any real tax reform in
John Sununu will seek to Institute of Technology. While at order to provide additional
improve the working relationship Tech he was a brother at S.A.E. (he funding for higher eduction, he
between the State and the is an honorary brother at the UNH says the way to help students is just
University for the benefit of both. chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon) . to increase the loan and aid
The all important faculty. Many He is a mechanical engineering programs. The end result js to
talented faculty members are not professor and Associate Dean of increase tuition by another
devoting as much time as they ~. the College of Engineering at Tufts $500.00, and loan each student
would like their students. Of University. By profession, John $500.00 to pay for it. Swell idea,
necessity many must turn to Sununu is an educator. As a but it does nothing to change New
consulting, writing and other businessman he understands the Hampshire's status from 50th in
outside sources for income. need for well-educated people. the country for aid to higher
,
Neither students nor faculty like John Sununu is committed to education.
Another thing bothering me
this but it is a reality here at UNH quality education.
and at other institutions around
As governor, John Sununu will about John Sununu's candidacy is
the country.
be a benefactor to the educational those around him. For goodness
In order to have full-time quality institutions of New Hampshire. sake, Former Governor Mel
Thomson and current State Senate
President Robert Monier, two of
Sununu's closest campaign aides,
nailed our University System at
every turn. Monier in particular
has been reponsible for the most
/ ,ell a., w rhc Dliwr for puhlicarion lf1 77,c \'c11· · Hamp.~hire
recent $400.00 tuition increase this
nws: he .,ignecl and no longer than 111 ·0 page., trped, duuh/e spaced
past year. I sit on the Senate
/_eff.crs ma_r he hrought ro Room 151 in rhe Jfl 'B, or mailed to:
Finance Committee and saw his
l:ditor, The Ne11· Hampshire. Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham.
personal dislike for the University
Jy H. 03824.
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Writing letters to the Editor

System displayed each and every
time related issues came up. If
Monier doesn't end up as
Education Commissioner under a
Sununu Administration, he'll
probably be a University Trustee
at least.
Hugh Gallens commitment to
the tJ niversity System, and to
higher education in general
including the vocational technical
institutions, is solid. I hope the
students take a good look at those
two candidates--actually, three
candidates since Mel Thomson is
on the ballot-and be cautious.
Sununu may talk well, but if
rhetoric could solve problems,
we'd have no problems. We need
Hugh Gallen.
Jim Splaine
State Senator
Portsmouth, N.H.

Thanks
To the Editor:
I would like to thank Jim
Carroll and Jeff Gore for their
hard work and dedication in
putting on the Voter Registration
Rally held yesterday.
Although the turn out was, to
say the least, disappointing, their
efforts reflect a commitment to this
institution and the general welfare
of the student body. For that they
should be proud and we as
students should be supportive.
Again I would like to urge each
and every one of you to vote for
candidates who will assert your
priorities in Concord.
Karen A. Johnson
Student Body President
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Professor, do you moonlight for the CIA? .
By Glen & Shearer
WASHINGTON-In the movie "Raiders of
the Lost Ark," archaelolgist Indiana Jones
temporarily gives up the monastic life of a
college professor to run a small errand for the
U.S. government. At the request of American
intelligence officers, he agrees to track down
the "covenant of the ark," lest it fall into Nazi
hands.
Regardless of one's belief in religious
artifacts, the story is pure fiction, right?
Hardly. Even today, the CIA maintains secret
operations on many American campuses,
contracting professors to steer foreign students
toward agency employment and to perform
covert research and technical duties.
Unfortunately, like the lost ark, the full story
of CIA involvement on campus may be
eternally destined to government secrecy. A
U.S. court of appeals here ruled last week that
the CIA had neither to confirm nor deny such
campus activities.
The court's decision was a personal defeat
for 1975 UCLA graduate Nathan Gardels, who
had spent the last seven years gathering 600
government documents in the hope of
outlining CIA activity at his school and others
.in the University of California system. Now an
economics adviser to California Gov. Jerry
Brown, Gardels believes secret recruiting and
research by professors for the CIA makes a
mockery of the ideals of a modern, open
university.
"I never really cared if a professor worked
with the CIA," admitted Gardels last week. "I
just wanted the information to be known to
university officials."

The court, however, took another view. "To
admit that the CIA had such contacts at
(UCLA) would allow foreign intelligence
agencies to try to zero in and identify
s~ecifically what was the nature of those :
relationships, or with whom," the court
declared.
Yet, though it sidestepped the details, the
court acknowledged that the CIA uses
professors and students as "intelligence
sources "and for recruiting and research
purposes. On one hand, of course, little
imagination is required to surmise that the
agency relies on well-traveled and well-read
academics for analyses ot, tor example, leftist
politics in Europe, Africa of Latin America.
On the other, the depth of CIA infiltration can
boggle the mind: "Special relationships'' have
led the agency to systematically harass foreign
student dissidents at some schools and
subcontract the brainpower of entire
departments at others.
In 1976 the Senate Intelligence Committee
estimated that the agency was operating on
more than I 00 campuses; three times as many
professors were in some way connected. The
Campaign for Political Rights, a Washingtonbased coalition which works to end covert
operations at home and abroad, estimates that
the numbers may be as pigh today.
To be sure, last week's ruling will freeze the
flow of new information about campus ·
operations. In light of the administration's new
guidelines favoring domestic spying, leaks
about CIA campus links could easily be
construed as a criminal breach of national
security.
Yet, the court has also endorsed a program
which runs counter to the goals of American
colleges and universities. Central to the notion

/
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of "the academy" are the long-standing
principles of intellectual honesty, open
exchange of ideas and freedom from
persecution for political beliefs. While these_
certainly vary from school to school, they serve
as the ideal toward which all good universities
strive; professors who secretly moonlight for
the governments's spy shops not only corrupt
these principles, but pqi~on the aspirations of
students and colleagues.
Harvard University, which with IO other
schools prohibits professors form engaging in
covert activities, states in its policy: "It is
inappropriate for members of the academic
community to be acting secretly on behalf of
the government in his (sic) relationship with
other members of the academic community."
Were it on the up-and-up, professorial
relationships with American intelligence
agencies might not differ much from · the
research and recruiting service perform~di .
regularly for corporations, think tanks and
even other government agencies (despite the
fact a House subcommittee has charged the
intelligence agencies with having little respect
for intellectual honesty, and preferring to
manipulate evidence to their own designs).
Yet we wonder how those academics who
double as operatives can justify their
contributions to an agency which, from time to
time, has been found to overthrow
governments, assassinate public figures and
t:mploy questionable methods for equally
questionable ends. It seems particularly
spurious for a college professor to rationalize
,services for the CIA if only because the dirty
!'!)rk would be ex~~~d ~ _someone els~ _

Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer are
syndicated columnists.
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DRINKING society at large. Perhaps this is one reason why so
few 18-year-olds bother to vote.
Perhaps the most dangerous effect of age
restrictions on drinking comes from the special .
status they eonfer on drinking itself. If drinking is ·
restricted to "adults, "it becomes a symbol of
adulthood, and young people may think that they
can acquire some kind of adult power through
drinking. This naive notion is more common
among eaTly teens than late, but we all know people
well beyond the legal drinking age who still think
that drinking somehow makes them special. It
seems likely that the mystique conferred on
drinking by age restricitons makes drinking
particularly attractive_ to immature or insecure
people, and thus contributes to the general drinking
problem in oµr society.
Having criticized our current approach · to
alcohol regulation, I'd like to propose something
better. What I p.ropose is simple consistency: a
federal law establi~hing 18 as the legal drinking age ~
throughout the country.
With such a law, a person reaching the age of 18
would be welcomed into adult society with all rights
and obligations of citizenship. Since they would no
longer be treated as second-class citizens, 18-yearolds might feel more stake in society as a whole, and
be more willing to participate in the political
process. Given full adult status, they might be more
likely to act in mature ways.
With such a law, drinking would no longer be
singled out as something special; it would be just

( continued from page 11)

one of the various rights and privileges an I 8~yearold would receive. It would cease to be a big deal, a
source of power ~nd status. Hence, I would foresee
the gradual spread of a more casua( -European
attitude towards drinking, and an .eventual
reduction in our national drinking problems,

among groups of all ages.
Even with the toughest drunk driving laws in
effect, the lowering of the drinking age to 18 might
well produce a sudden increase in alcohol-related
teen-age accidents and deaths. The headlines are
easy to imagine: Birthday Binge Ends in Tragedy.
Still-, I doubt that such an increase would last very
long. In the long run, the new attitude toward 18year-old embodied in the new law would take effect.
As a parent and teacher, I believe that young people
act as they are treated: treat them as responsible
people, and they will learn to act responsibly. A
. matter of faith? Yes, to some exten,, but where has
lack of faith gotten us?
-I'd like to conclude by commenting briefly on the
drinking situation here at UNH, since my argument
might be construed ·as a criticism of the new
drinking policies. The University, through no fault
of its own, is in a very tough position. On the one
hand, there is the "party school"image, which must
have at least some basis in fact. On the other hand,
there is the State's minimum drinking age of 20.
-Given that law and the widespread perception-- ,·
accurate or not--:that the!'.-e is a drinking problem on
campus, the University had to take some action. I
respect the intent and effort, but I doubt the new
policies will work. They will fail for the same reason age restrictions on drinking will fail; they are simply
part of the same futile cycle: immature behavior
leading to age restrictions leading to immature
behavior leading to age restrictions, etc., etc. It's
time for some level of government--state or federal. -to break this cycle.

presents
/

SATURDAY, OCT. 30
(Halloween Eve.)
8:00

.In the MUB PUB
Food ancl Drink Served!
Admission: FREEi!

AND

SCANNERS
"Their thoughts can kill."
HAPPY HALLOWEEN
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Ar.ts &-::Fe.atures
Pat Metheny to play UNH -Hangover Handbook: help for the ailing_
.By Patricia O'Dell
by Mark W_~~ster
_. - that conc~rt was}uring_ the · · For those who are reading
American this with throbbing heads and _
The PatMetheny Group will final encore,
play at UNH on November 14 Garage." While Metheny -churning stomachs, wonder~ng
at the Field House. If you?ve roared away on guitar with ~rue how it is po~sible to "survive.
never seen the group, get your Peter Townshend aggressive- the morning after," reltef is in
tickets immediately. Anyone ness drummer Gottlieb kicked . sight.
.
That's just one of the thmgs
who has already experienced a away his seat in order t~ g~t his
Metheny concert will already full body weight into The Hangover Handbook
have purchased their quota.
· tremendous drumming. The promises to make ·as easy as
Some of the members of the crowd, receptive all evening, ; removing a twist-off cap.
group include:
went crazy, . cheering Metheny·
David E. Outerbridge, the
·Handbook's author, has
Dan Gottlieb returns at as a true _Rocker. · _
· drums. He has been touring --Meth~-ny started his musical. divided it into four simple
With Metheny since 1977 • Steve ' career at the University of chapters, to facilitate easy
Rodby is the group's ne_w Miami, where he was hired to reading as well as for
bassist,joining up for the April, teach after attending for only emergencey reference. .
1982 release of_ "Offramp", · one semester. In 1973, he met , Chapter one, appropriately
,..Methe~y•~ latest album. Rod~f Vibraphone master Gary _entitled "To Drink ·and be
features work on both acoustic Burton at the Wichita Jazz Merry" sets the mo~d with a
and electric bass, as well as Festival. Burton was so .. · discussion of the history of
occasionally on a special bass impressed with Metheny _t~at drinking, beginning with
synthesizer, thereby increasing he secured a faculty pos1t1on Biblical times. It also includes a
the diversity of the groups for him at the Berklee school of rather typical listing of more
rythmic center.
Music in Boston. At age 19, than eighty terms used to
Nama Vasconcelos, who was Metheny was the youngest denote drunkenness, as well as
featured as a guest artist on instructor in Berklee's history,- some of the more pictuaresque
"Wichita Falls", further ~ with the 30 most elite of foreign terms for a hangover.
elongates the rythmic line. A Berklee's 800 guitar students in Two of the best are the French
native Brazilia.q, Vasconcelos his charge (including Al ·gueule de bois, meaning "a
has mastered the full range of DiMeola of "Return to snout (made) ofwood"and the
that country's percussion Forever" fame). ,
,
Norwegian jeg bar tommerinstruments, including the
Metheny has toured with mann which translates,Outernotoriously difficult beri~bau. Jazz-greats Bill Evans, Burton, bridg~ claims, to "I have
In addition, he contributes Stanley Clarke, Jean-Luc carpenters in my head."
wordless vocals which have Ponty, Ronnie Laws and Jan
Chapter one concludes with _
db
been . compared to those of Hammer. In addition, he has a brief overview of the various · "The Hangover Handbook" offers solace to those_affecte Y1
Airto Moreira , another played with such_ popular methods of coping with a
morningbraincramp.(CarolynBlackmar photo)
Brazilian to break away to artists as Pearl Bailey, Joan hangover. Outerbri~~~ . feels
.
h
d. t t
hang-over free morning that
international fame.
Arma trading, and Joni there are three poss1b1ht1es: a Outerbrid ge, ave to-ai3usl
follows ·It may be helpful for
Mitchell. Three of his albums hangover can endured, a? alchohol~free states 0 'YdYd• · some but others may want to
Metheny played ath U.N.H.
f 1980
·
d for numbed or eliminated. The discomfort
to bequantity
avo1 eof. -- ·pf rorceed
•
.
once before, in Marc o
_ • have been nommate
Therefore, «a1s small
directly
to chapter
.
h
t
ou
A packed crowd in the Gramte Grammy awards, and all have latter approach is strongly
State room was treated to over ridden at or near the top of Jazz recommended.
alchohol ~• 11 a 11 ow t e ce11 \~
The fourth and final chapter
th
· two
hours
of
continuous
music.
charts
for
extended
periods.
Thus,
the
beginning
·
of
ease
e!:
way
back
is
entirely devoted to recipes
E
emorable was the
SCOPE promoters of the
· d oted to norma 1·····
d
d.
e of wh1'ch·
· 11
spec1a y m
,
tchapter two 1s ev
Another suggestion Outer- an _reme 1es, _som
·b·i· .
improvisation of the then- concert, hope for tick<:! saJes understanding «the psycho.d makes is to drink only - provide a~azmg pc:iss1 1 1ttes
untitled "Wichita Falls"theme. over two thousand, which dynamics of your body's bn ge(. e easily metablolized) · for expenmentat10n,. (Be ,
pure 1. _·
forewarned. Some reqmre a
Metheny jokingly titled it "I . would be close to sell-out for encounter with l ~l~ohol '." in
Hope I Don't Get Drafted" for the field house. One sco PE order ( o meas u re yOU r to~ms 0 ~ c~~hlJnth!
partner o_r at least an assista~t!)
that evening, in honor c:>f representative pointed out the ' condition and deal with it · . emg w a Y
.
Anyone mterested m pursumg
Ronald Reagan and his bargain of the . $6.50 st~dent effectively.•
_ _
_ ~'::is~'!:~~
the s_ubject should consider
campaign rhetoric. The ticket price, notmg that ttcke_ts
The remainder of chapter favor you,l do your body by readi.ng _T~e H~ngover
audience was stunned by the for the previous nights' show m two is full of helpful hints for drinking nothing but shots of Handbook_m its_entirety.
.
The Hangover Handbook is
synthesizer-helicopier attacks Boston are selling for at least, s u r viva I. Co n sider' for vodka all night!
and the searing guitar work, a five dollars more.
example, «the hair of the dog",
.
.
JlVai lab le at the UN H
complete shock after the
So get out there. Show some a highly recommend~ re!"edy.
Chapter three d~scnbes m .Bookstore.
mellow first hour of old interest in Good Taste. Buy The brain cells, explains _.-deta1l _a sa~ple ~venmg and the Metheny favorites.
your tickets. Satisfaction is
· The most lasting image of __ guaranteed.

1

f

J!:~z

J:st t~:inftui;it:~~

Talent competition picks Reggie Brm,,n
-By' Helene M. Jones
UNH junior Reggie Brown, _
i was
chosen one of eight
· national finalists in the 1981
-All-American Collegiate
:Talent Search (ACTS) for his
solo harmonica presentation of
· the gospel song, "I Am·
Forgiven".
He was awarded five
hundred dollars in prize money
"and· appeared on national
.telev1s10n last January.
Reggie, at present taking a
leave of absence from • the University, has been playing
the harmonica for well over ten
years. He learned of the
competition purely by chance.
· "I was sitting in Kingsbury
waiting for , a fr!end and I
picked up a magazme to re_a~. I
'saw the ad for the compet1t10n
.in the back. The deadline for ,
the entries was December 4th.
' The day I read the adverti- :sement was December 3rd."
, Reggie called the ACTS
information number and
Tickets for Pat Metheny are still available.

BROWN, page

16

·- UNH junior Kegg1e Brown gams recognition for hi~ harmonica

playing. -(Dave Berry._photo)
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----BROWN<continued from page 15)
arranged for his e·ntry to be sent
in a week late. He recorded his
.entry on a cassette at the .
· Fishtracks Studio in Portsmouth.
"I was very surprised when I
was chosen to compete. I
wasn't expecting it. I was even .
-appear as a·-seini-finalist. - - .

YOUR CHA.NCE TO COME TO LONDON
Junlor-y-r programs, Postgraduate diplomas, One-ynar Master'•
degr-s and Res-rch opportunities fn the soclal scl'"1ces are offered
at the London School of Economics and Political Science.
The wide range of subjects includes :
Accounting & Finance, Actuarial Science , Anthropology, Busines!> Studies,
Economics. Econometric!> . Economic History, European Studies , Geography,
Government. Industrial Relation!> , International History, International
Relations : Low, Management Sc,ence . Operollonol Research , Philosophy.
Planning Studies. Population Studies , Politics , Seo -Use Policy. Social
Administration . Social W:>rk . Sociology. Social Psychology. Statistical and
Mathematical Sciences . System!> Analysis .
Appl1(01ton blank\ f,0111
Admlulons R. .lstror, l .S.I •• Houehton Str-t, London WC2, Ent,lond
Pl-so state whothor lunlcw y-r or postgrod-to

LSE

ii
•

·- .

1

~

.

,~osq_

London Scroa of Economics and

Poli~;;Science

1~~-I
I
1
·1
DOLLY H.

'

.

GRACIAS POR

TODO. .TE QUIEROII
CON TODA MI
ALMA!

come visit

SCORPIOS II

.L

I

ANDY

. ·-~~~

(formerly the Tavern)

me

.. -~

', ..4..

Medical School

'Friday
Happy Hour
·4-7 p.m.

o.
A.

Tampico, Mexico

What Makes
A Quality
Medical School?
2. Good Facilities ·
3. Quality Stu~ent Body
4. Supervised Clerk.s hip
Programs for Qualified
3rd and 4th Year Students

( nil'ersity of the North E;,st
120 East 41 St. NY.NY 10017

(212).594-6589

68.1-6566

(continued from page 2)

number of publics. But that's relate to local people," she said.
To start in the field she said,
the ends, the success comes in
"It's extremely valuable to be
reaching these publics."
Prince, a 1979 UNH graduate able to write, along with the
with a dual major in Political common sense approach of
Science and English, stressed treating people as human
the importance of practical beings."
Roz Pearlman, senior
experience.
,"I never took a business business administration major
course or a public relations said, "I'm interested in the
course," said Prince. "I was the advertising and public relations
managing editor for The New field and this has really helped
Hampshire for a year and I me see the different facets of
wrote for Foster's Daily job opportunities and getting
Democrat. From a lucheon started."
Junior Steve Warren
date, and ten dollars, a friend
and · I started our own attended the conference to gain
information on raising money
business."
In business for I 8 months, for the UNH swimteam.
"We're conducting a
Prince said it hasn't been easy.
"We started the business swimathon to raise funds to
primarily on 1mp1ememat1on. support us over the winter,··
We've done a lot of work, it's a said Warren. "Ms. Prince gave
challenging career and makes a me some beneficial ideas on
challenging lifestyle, and it's how to reach large companies."
"Ken Curchin (who spoke on
been rewarding," said Prince.
Her firm works with such sales management) gave me a
large companies as Congoleum lot of ideas on how to set up my
resume and go about sending it
and Pepsi-Cola.
"We've found a wonderful out to companies," said Robin
1i ttle niche with large Brooks, senior administration
corporations wh9 _ want tQ major.

--JOURNAIJSM--

J. ~ine Faculty

No.reste _of_~rs a 4:y~r program. has
small classes, is W.H .O. listed.-

Live D.J.

--MARKETING--

experience, and that's what
we 're training our students
for."
Although most students
agree that the quality of courses
and instuctors available is
superior, some find weaknesses
in the program.
"I'm just starting to explore
the field of journalism and even
though the classes that are
offered are good, I wish there
were more," said junior Susan

Semeraro.
While classes in the history
of journalism, legal issues and
news editing may not be
essential to a writing career,
they would increase the range
of information available to
students.
Sophomore Marnie DeAngelis said, "They should offer
more courses in journalism just
so students don't shut
themselves into one aspect of
English."

HALLOWEEN NITE
HIJIIIK IUITH muso...

0 to 530 in seconds.
The F-4 Phantom. It can reach 30,000 feet in 60
seconds. If that sounds like your spe.e d, inaybe you
can be one of us.
The Marines PLC Air Program guarantees flight
school after basic training. And if you qualify, we can
put you in the air before college graduation with free
civilian flying lessons. Contact your Marine
representative at the Memorial Union Building
November 1, 2, 3 1982. Or call collect 603-668-0830.

The Few. The Proud. the Marines.

Tickets: $1.00---on sale at MUB Ticket Office now
season passes will not be honored for this film
NO backpacks, bags or any type of container will be allowed.
NO alcoholic beverages will be allowed.
NO glass will be allowed while waiting in line.
Please be considerate of other people and those working.
Your cooperation in enforcing these rules will be appreciated.
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--------GOV.-------( continued from page 1)

Walter Peterson, Governor
of New Hampshire from 1969
to 1973, feels that the two-year
term "short changes the state."
"With the two-year term it
seemed thatthere was very little
time between campaigning" he
said. "I was not at my desk
working, thinking and
planning. It took time away
from what I was trying to
achieve."
Joseph Eaton, chairman of
the House Committee on
Constitutional Revision, also
supports the amendment.
"With a two-year term there
is no time for the governor to be
governor," said Eaton.
"During the first year they get
organized and during the
second year they run for reelection."
In disagreement, former
governor Hugh Gregg believes
a four'-year term separates the
governor from the public.
"Let us continue to retain
government close to the people
and frequently accountable to
the public," said Gregg.
"In a sense New Hampshire
already has a four-year term
since most incumbents have
been elected to a second term,"
he said.
"It's very important if the
people of this state want to
,have an opportunity to control
their governor directly that
they retain the two-year term,"
said Meldrim Thomson,
governor from 1973 to 1979.
Sara Townsend, chairperson
of the House ad-hoc committee
to promote Question 4 said,_"It
-

--

~

-

doesn't make a great deal of
sense to expect someone to
manage the government and
then give them a year to do it
in."
Townsend said, "It takes
about a year and a half to
understand the budget. - The
governor coming into office is
stuck with the budget that his
predecessor made out."
Thomson, a leader in the
opposition to Question 4 said,
"A four-year term gives a
governor a chance to do all of
the things in the way of levying
taxes that he could not get with
in a two-year term."
Most of the broad base taxes
have been placed on the people
· under f ·o u r year tc 1 m
governors during the first part
of their four years. They figure
by the time they get to the end
of the term the people will have
forgotten and they can smooth
it over in the end," Thomson
said.
_ Prior to 1877 the governor
was elected every year. The
two-year term has been used
for the past 105 years.
A four-year term was first
proposed in 1964 by the
commission to Study the State
Constitution.
UNH Political Science
Professor Robert Dishman, a
member of the 1964 commission stated that, "The two-year
term limits the functional
relationships between a
governor and his administrative executives."
These executives include the
attorney genera I, the

superintendent of the State
Police, the bank commissioner
and the comptroller who are
appointed to terms of five and
six years.
"In many cases a new
governor will enter into a
situation where many of the
appointed excutives were given
the position by a previoµs
governor," Dishman said.
"Today the people of our
state have more direct control
over their officers and elected
officials than the people of any
other state," said Thomson.
"He has to be in constant touch
with the people is he is to serve
, tpem well_.
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CAMPUS COPY . 47 Main St. 868-2450 ·

Are you interested in joining a

HEALTH SUPPORT
GROUP
*Informal
*Student self-help group
*.4.n O['/>Orluni1_., - to .,/uu t- n,,u·er11s, shnr~ resourres,
sPek personal solutions
*Share ex11erienre.,
*Grow
*Confi<lentinlit.Y
*Student pnrtiripnnts, .,tUtlent lend
*The group is open to di◄'ff'USS n l'nriety of topirs
int;luding:
· *The use/abuse of nlrohol and other substanres by
our.i.efres and other.,: Impart on relationships, sorinl
Ii/e, sexunlit.v, nutrition, exerrise, nrndemirs. stre.,s.

Meetings will be held on every Tuesday, ·
6:00 p.m., in the Conference Room (2nd
floor) Hood House.
For more .information contact the Health
Education Center, Hood House, 8621987. Or, come to the first me_eting on
Tuesday, November 2nd.

-

Scope Presents

THE TIN PALACE
FOOD & DRINK

This Friday!

Celtics vs. Cleveland
on our Big Screen

Enjoy our Subs and Pizza

Full Liquor License
-The

Pat Metheny
Grou~_
-· Nov. 14th, 8:00 p.m.
Field House
Tickets on Sale: MUB Ticket Office
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Can commuters use the on- ·
campus mail service?
Anonymous.
Yes! All students may use the
on-campus mail service. This
would include any mail you
'want to send to a professor,
staff member, department or
dorm on campus.
Boxes are located in almost
all the buildings on campus.
The most convienent boxes
' may be found across from the
Cat's Closet in the MUB and THall.
Be sure to include the
following information; the
person's name, department (if
applicable), building and room
number.
1
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The Gordian Knot is a
column designed to answer
your questions. Drop them off
at The New Hampshire, Room
151 in the MUB or our box at
the loan desk of the main
library.

By BERKE BREATHED

5f;NAfOR

~QU65110NS
FRDIYt1l£

I bet you can 't answer this one.
How can I contact ET?
. I bet we can! Since ET didn't
· phone home we don't have a
phone number for him, but he
di_d leave a fowarding addres£ .
ET Address:
PO Box ET
Dept. 14
Mount Morris, 111.
61054
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The law would prevent
unions -from requiring all
workers to join particular
unions.
Sylvester emphasizes her
record - -of w-orfingwill .
troubled students. She said
more than 200 troubled kids
have stayed at her home during
the past decade.
"I know what it is to care and
I think it takes more of a
personal commitment than to
stand up and say what I have
spent money for..It's easy to
say,'big government you do
1

I.ASTm!O Yt:Al<S70 ~r&NIJING
HIM5c/F!
-...

it.,,,

0

--OIL-(continued from page 2)
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recent years, industry is careful
to avoid spills, Mayo said.
However, ports such as
Searsport are now "becoming
chronically polluted by coal."
he said.Because coal is
relatively cheap, Mayo said
pollution of it will be in the
increase as industry is less
· careful with it.
"Nobody in polio research
ever got contaminated," Mayo
said,''Because you can be sure
they always exercised extreme
caution when working with the
virus. There's no reason why oil
companies can't do the same."
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Happy
Halloween
From
Tite New Hampshire

'I
GIVE TO T~~!!~!~:,CIETY.'®
SHARE THE COST

<continued from page 3) '
committee said Cote recommended that the tenants
purchase smoke detectors
themselves rather than wait for ,
Residential Life to act.
"I'm not at all confident that
Residential Life will act
quickly," the member said.
"I'm not willing to wait a year
to get smoke detectors."
"That fire happened during
the day. If it had happened at
night there could have been
fa tali ties," she said.
Robillard said it is a joint
responsibility between the fire
department and Residential
Life to solve the problem.
It's the fire department's
duty to bring it to the attention
of the University and it's the
University's responsibility to
carry out the recommendations, she said.
"It's not a problem that will
be resolved immediately but
we 're all willing to work within
the system to solve the
problem."
A committee member said,
"Right now, we're playing the
waiting game, but this time
we've agreed we 're not
stopping.
If the system. is replaced or
supplemented with smoke
detectors, Residential Life is
responsible for paying for the
adjustments.
Although the money is not
presently in the budget to pay
for any changes, Zizos said,
"Just because you don't have
the money, that doesn't mean
you can operate housing with
deficient alarms systems."

Now _open 'til 8:45
Mon. - Thurs.
Friday & Sat till 9:00 p.m.
Come see us!

Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
-n~------l...,ptometris..___ __.

• EYES EXAMINED, GI.ASSES F'I'l'l'ED
• CONTACT LENSES:
* no obligation free in-office trial
* 90 day 100% refundable fee
* "Extended ~ear" lenses available

_______ye contact unlimi~------J
• Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM •

1Z3 Market Street, in .the Old Harbor District
Portsmouth, NH 03801
(603) 436-1200

-BE ON A WINNING TEAM-

*THE WHO*

· · Franklin Pierce College puts the Power
. of the Computer in YOUR hands.

TOUR OF AMERICA
SEPT. - DEC. 1982
IN CONCERT

DILLY JOEL
..

BARRY MANILOW

BOB SEGER

STEVIE NICKS

RICK SPRINGFIELD

NEIL DIAMOND

PAT BENATAR

ALABAMA

STEVIE WONDER

SPRINGSTEEN

LUTHOR VANDROSS

JACKSON BROWNE

JOHN COUGAR

NEIL YOUNG

GENESIS

JOURNEY

SOFT CELL

ROBERT PLANT

STRAY CATS

J. GEILS

ERIC CLAPTON

DAVID BOWIE

Deposits are now beiltl accepted for concerts for 1982-33. All concerts are subject to cllaqe or cancellation without notice.
All DEPOSITS FULLY REFUNDABLE.

* Call for concert info. -

201-461-5650

*

.

,

BACHELOR'S DEGREE
In Computer·- Science Comes ·
To The Area

Our new computer science major taught with the most modern
microcomputers available allows students to specialize in one of
man~~ement's fastest growing career fields. Associate Degrees and
<;ert1f1cate Programs are also available. Other majors at our Coastal
Campus- include Accounting and Business Administration. For a tour of
our Dover Facility, including our new computer lab, or for more
_information call 749-~~_87 and ask for Mary Ellen or Alan.

Deferred Payment Plan
Flexible Transfer Policy
~ducational Program Counseling

Life Experience Program
3 Yr. Bachelor's Degree
Financial Aid Counseling

Term I Begins Nov. I -and 2 Registration through Nov. 5

***FUTURE CONCERTS***
POLICE • GO GO'S • MOTELS • GLEN FREY • DON HIENLEY
TOM PETTY • PRINCE • RANDY MEISNER • KOOL & THE GANG
LAURIE ANDERSON • FLOCK OF SEAGULLS • RUSH • BILLY
SQUIER • ASIA • ALAN PARSONS PROJECT • STEVIE WINWOOD

Coastal Campus·

749-5587

4 miles from UNH~n Kari-Van ro~te
Franklin Pierce College is accredited by the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges.
·

Evening Divi~on; 180 Lo~~st ~t.-: Dover, N.H.

i

!

!
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Write it Right! Proofreading & editing by
Virginia Walter. M.A. in English.
Affordable rates. Call 9am -3pm, 7424651 . 11/5
Typing: In Durham, close to campus. Call
868-2§38 evenings, weekends. 12/7
Typing serv~ces . Qual i ty Work.
Reasonable rates. Call 431-5036 after 5
p.m. 11/23
Typing-Retired secretary. Experienced in
all types of class papers. Walking distance
to campus. Reasonable rates. Prompt
service. Durham. Call Anita 868-7078.
11/5

Work Study help wanted at the
Portsmouth Recreation Department.
$4.00 an hour, various hours available.
Call 431-2000ext 265 after 1 :OOp.m. and
ask for Barry. 11 /9
Wanted, Responsible sophomore or
junior interested in becoming a calculus
grader. Must have received an A/ A- in
both Calculus 425 &. 426. Contact Nancy
or Kathy at the Calculus Testing Center,
Room 307, Kingsbury (862-2590) during
testing hours.
Menl -- Women! JOBS ON SHIPS!
American, foreign .• No experience
required. ExceJlent pay, worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX, Dept. 0-14 Box
. 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
Don't miss this opportunity to test your
special ability in teaching of problem
student. I am married, 30 year old
business man, local, with locked doors in
regards to spelling and math. Willing to do
whatever it takes. Niahts oreffered. my
place or yours. Will pay and provide
transportation if needed. for interview call
(603) 868-7282. ask for Bill.
Learn Bartending - Prepare fqr a good
paying part-time job. Our five-week
evening course meets 2 nights a week,
starts Nov. 15. We are right on the KariVan route in Newmarket. Enroll now. It's
fun, it's easy, and it's profitable. For free
brochure call Master Bartenders School
at 659-3718.11/16

\I '. .
. ·Autos.for.Sale

CLASSIFIED

'~Pers-onals_l~
. Jeff, Jeff: Rejoice through the fields and
fade to black. Eucaliptus kept mumbling
comothing about REET REET? The gir lo

want you to start paying rent! 4 weeks is
now 3 and we'll make it if College Rd.
doesn't get us first! KathKath
Eric K.: Thanks for fitting me into your
schedule! It must be hard with all those
gorgeous oranges arouncf!I! Happy
Halloween (I can't wait for Sat. night)
·Love, your spoiled brat!

TO NICKY: Thanks for a super year . Happy
Anniversary. You're the Greatest. ILWY.
Have a Happy Haloween! I hope we have
, many more years and I know they'll be
better each time. Thanks Dubba. Love
Always, Bill
T-o-th_e_f-ir-st_fl_o_o_r-a-lc_o_h_o-li_c_s_(-th_a_t-·s-yo-u

'--------'-'---,-;'---

~

guys, Mary, Speck. and Dawn) .
Wednesday night was a great way to
celebrate our win over Williamson, if I
remember it right. Just try and sober up
for Tuesday when we trounce Hubbard in
Round 2. What do you say ...go for the
bottle of rum next time? Love ya, Reg.
To the sexy Lamba-Chi Sports Manager,
You better' watch out, or you're going to
lose ·your tailll!!I

MAX: PAY ATTENTION! This one's for
Hey Salamander: Take off: fur sur, me
you! Read this slowly, we wouldn't want
have two, three, maybe fifteen beer this
to confuse you with difficult (sorry) BIG
week end, fur sur, frost ones from the
words, like "spike" the ball or jump high
great white north to try to get message to
and "block" or get down and "dig" the
you sent by way of paper, but beer get to
ball!! We want to show our appreciation
brain before ·message did so still don't
(sorry) thank you for your elequently
understand but here reply anyway. The
written (sorry) nice personal. Never
revolution ended long ago, the egg never
before have we received (sorry) gotten so
lived so it can't have a death, the
much recognition (sorry), publicity(sorry)
'tephelion sun is a Russian satellite and
stuff written about us. Our last season
the IRT always repeats. Who cares if the
was not very profitable (sorry) good, but in
southern France and northern Italian
past years we have placed (sorry) been no
poets and musicians were the only ones
lower than fifth (that means number 5)
who laughed during plays of the 11thout of the 25 New England Teams. (Such
13th centuries and the question is always
as Harvard, Springfield, Dartmouth,
debatable. The question is: if lpixt Dixit
LI.Mass, etc.) In the future (sorry) next
really exsists then why does deulop: the
time you choose to spew forth to the
commander.
greater population (sorry) people of
"Herman-glad . to have you back on
Durham with such an outstanding (sorry)
campus. I hope your psyched for an
good array (sorry) bunch of rhetorical
awesome weekend . Love· Lucy."
dribble (sorry) stuff, we hope you can
spew forth (sorry) write with a little more
To the Red, White and Blue Men:
flair (sorry) goodness and originality
BEWARE!! Bewitching hour is near!
(sorry) newness. Sincerely, Walnut Brain. · Ghosts, black cats, goblins, October 31stEinstein breath, Good Idiot Stu, and the
We 'll be here to quench your thirst. If it's
entire (sorry) rest of them.
not too far for you to walk - we can enjoy a
few refreshments and a nice talk. As the
WIN, SPIT, AND CHEW - We're off to
night proceeds, we'll be ready to go. A
take a Wiz ... a wonderful, wonderful wiz.
po:o:oible ue::,tl ,1atlu11 - TIit: nocky Horror
Ot:L 1,1::,yc n~a 10 u n, su aw, ana growl our
Show! Be there or be square! The
Picture
way through the weekend. -The other
beautiful, gorgeous, loungettesf Jen,
one.
Ann, Julie, Beth and Liz.
Trusty Student - Disguise yourself well
To the B.S.ers of Q.E. OK you wild worm
this evening, and join us in our activites.
pickers, I'm going to stand up for my rights
Last year a witch; this year what? See you
as a fellow bug counter. I want my rightful
tonight -- if you recognize me.
·scope back (Pam) and I want some coffee
and doughnuts that aren't two days old
I need a good tailor/seamstress to do a
As for Sue-well if you won't speak
(Doug).
small sewing job. I will pay, of course. Call
to me, I won't speak to you. AND I refuse
Joshua any evening at 868-7137.
to listen to "Days of our Lives " anymore.
T.C (who goes to T&C).. I write YOU
Get it? The Freshman.
personals, what about me.
Dear Loungettes: We're looking forward
CJA - You already got onell Sometimes
to tonight - 7 p.m. at our place. See you
you're too nosy.
then-but you won't recognize us!! We've
got to drink the wizard under the table!! Muffy-l'm so super psyched about forum.
The Red, White. and Blue Men.
You're super! Love ya, Your little sister.

Got a costume? Come to the AGR Ladies· ·
Hey Everybody! Let's Do-It-Up Big this
Advance/Reynolds C2 three way
Night Halloween Party! Dancing, Hooting,
New Year's. spend it in MONTREAL,
speakers. Handles up to 1 50 Watts.
and Howling! Sat. Oct. 30th
Canada with us. We have great plans for
Excellent sound - ex'telent speakers. 35 x
one big party! Call me if you're interested
14 x 12. $800 value, will part-with for
To the first floor alcoholics (that's you
for
you
.
Call
so
I
can
reserve
some
space
$400. If you would like more info or to
guys Mary, Speck, & Dawn) Wednesday
868-1529(.e_v_e~s)_ _ _ _ _ _ _~
hear them. call 868-1904. Weeknights.
night was a great way to celebrate our win
Ask for Mike. 11 /16
JOIN US IN-OUR CHAMPAGNE BOTTLE
over Williamson, if I remember it right.
GRADUATION CELEBRATIONIDonations 1 Just try & sober up for tuesday when we
Two one way airline tickets from Boston
·must bt:: empty and will be accepted on
trounce Hubbard in Round? What do you
to Miami to St. Crouix U.S. Virgin Islands.
Poles. Happy Birthday Grandpa. We
the President's lawn after midnight.
say ... Go for the bottle ·of rum next time.
Must be used before or on November 7th
scraped up 13 dollars. so the first 26 beers
Love ya. Reg
$125.00 each. Call 742-5491 Ask for L.H.
are on us. See you at Scorp's II for Happy
Dear Fred, Thank you for spending your
Hour and a round of- drinking P. ---The
even~ngs only.
Erik- Thanks for fitting me into your
time with me and putting up with my
Leaning Jowlers
never ending questions.I · remember our . schedule! It must be hard with all those
-1 974 Chevy (Belair) Station wagon. Body
first kiss when my tace turned red, but
gorgf:lous oranges. around!!!! Happy
& engine in good condition. $500.00 Call . Bill, Thanks for the great yearl You've
Halloween (I can't wait for Sat. night)
redness "builds character" , right? Flirting
2-1428 evenings/749-2581 Ask for
made it a happy one. Thanks for being
with
your
friends-shots
of
151
a
little
Love, you spoiled brat!
Janet. 11 /9
you! You're a super friend and person.
sister
who
shouldn't
get
married
Happy Anniversary! Oct. 29/82 ILWYF
Chris - Thanks so much for the rose. and
Wood Splitkein Ski's (touring) with
massages - THE constantly ringing teleLove ya, Nicky
thanks for getting me out of bed for donuts
bindings 200 excellent condition . $75.00
' wrestling with your roommate and screwdrivers. Moose and I had a
or best offer. Cash only. Call 1-207-698Buffy and Wilbur: Happy Birthday, you
exchanges of gifts (chocolate cake and red
wonderful time. we're going to be an
1544 after 6:00 p.m.
clones. Let's go. to Scorp's II for Happy
berries). Who would have thought that by
awesome big/little sister team . Love
Hour and do some serious Drooling. What
meeting at Englehardt that we'd be
1976 Subaru GF, 5-speed, AM-FM. 4
Cathy
are you, Green? Your Lower 7 Drinking
shar ing these cozy nights together? And
radials, just inspected, minimal rust. front
. Buddy---Poles
Greg- You asked for it so here's my
may they continue even after you declare
wheel drive, excellent car for the winter.
personal to you . I hope you don't get too
your major. Looking forward to an
$1,500 - Call Jennifer at 862-1530 days,
Bill--See I didn't forget. Glad you had a
oiled this weekend or you may have to
excellent Halloween Outing Club
749-4487 nights.
good ti me in Boston . HAPPY
take some Tylenol. I've heard that's the
weekend. 1.ove you muchly, SColeM
HALLOWEEN.--Sarah.
VW Beetle, '74, Blue, New Paint, Newly
best cure, though. TC
J.A.M.B.S.U.R.S .I.N.S.I.M.I.L. U.-Thanks
overhauled engine, new battery, runs
"Snake" : You don't really deserve a
Mary (fun) SHEEHAN- SMILE luv. we
4 everything. U help me through each
great. Student studying in Europe must
Happy Halloween personal, but .. .here's
love you! (did this make your day?)
day, the good and the bad. I'll miss u this
sell. $1,700. Call 436-6592. 11/5
some advice from the Great Pumpkin.
wet::kend - the Flatlander.
to
communicate.
Politely.
Y.K.W.
Learn
Jude. & Donna (Debbie)- Torti Ilia Flat was
Panasonic Stereo : Emerson Air
great lets do it again sometime soon.
"Since the government pretends that we
Conditioner; World Book Encyclopedia.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY POLES! How's candy
Perhaps we can round up some more
live better, we will pretend to work
Prices negotiable. Charles 868-2968.
Saturday night and Heinikens in the
devinetts next time. Lharder." -a popular saying among Soviet
11/2
morning sound? You can get real stupid,
workers.
I'll still love you--just don't check for
Wait! I think I've discovered the cure to
1976 Ford Pinto Wagon, light blue. 4hairs! Love. Butterbisquits.
DZ's Chronic wait-on problem . Deb(spaz),
T. Hey Pal I'm staring to look forward to
cylinder - standard. 65,000 miles. Rear
Betty, Marti, Robin. & Maryann-- Don't
those Sunday night relaxat ion sessions.
frost defogger. right side sport mirror.
LAMBDA CHI BROTHERS: That means
forget to show up! At least now no one
Reliable, starts in winter. Asking $1,200.
you Darrel, Hilly, Smitty and Shadow--it's · Maybe we should make it a tradition. Only
can say I didn't remind you! guess whoif you don't feel guilty and don't worry, I
Call between 9 :00-10:00 p.m. 659-2601
Pole's birthday so make sure he stays
promise I will try to keep you "in control. "
Geni. 11 / 16
"STUPID " for me. Keg at Hayn.e 's! P.S.
P.T.We'II definitely have to get together
Thanks for being you, which is "easy, "
_Happy
B-Day
Bob
and
Bill!
Classic 1965 Volkswagen. Sunroof,
sometime soon for a drink to discuss a few
easy going I mean. Love.
radials. low mileage on rebuilt engine,
C.B. : Happy Halloween.' Five days of
issues.How about Wed. night?
Linda (3C A.A.) Thanks for caring and
new front end, many new parts. 30 mpg.
probation is way too long. O.C.B.
Chip-Type much???Love me.
talking with me. I hope everything works
runs excellent, body very good. Not much
MALE QUADRIPLEGIC SEEKING
out for you . Cheer up! It was fun going to
needed for complete restoration.
Jane!!!! Get ready to head to New York! Is
ASSISTANCE WITH PERSONAL CARE
Portsmouth and helping you buy lots. I'm
Regretfully must sacrifice. $1000.,. B.O.
New York ready for us, though? -L
NEEDS, WILL TRAIN. WORK IN A LOVELY
sorry secret spooks didn 't work out. ·
Call Jon Epstein 862-2719 days and 659PRIVATE HOME IN SOMERSWORTH .
Remember if you're down, come talk.
2653 nights.
HRS. FLEXABLE. $5 PER. PHONE 659Amy-If you'd only tell us who you are we 'd
Meliss
Gulld 5300-D Electric Guitar for- sale.
4764.
go rent a Hot Tub. We're all getting very
Yo Terri Shutt! I know you hate personals.
Like-new condition, very well taken care
excited about it. How about you? 2 0 D
NEED A COSTUME FOR HALLOWEEN?
but suffer through this one. Thanks for the
of. $300/ B.0 . Also looking for a used
Stop by Dahl Clothes, first class
greatest year ever. you snuggly bugg ly
acoustic guitar. Call T.J . at 868-9777 or
secondhand clothes, and browse through
creature. This personal can't really do
2-1660.
Personals cost just $1 in Room 108 of the
out racks of outlandish and ordinary-butjustice in saying the way I feel about you,
MUB. Tell your friends how excited you
old items. Or mix and watch your own
but I want to say something the best way I
are! (You are, aren 't you?)
costume from our regular selections.
can . Last Halloween I never imagined
Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m . 70
Linda M . (theM .E.): despite what they say,
things would turn out the way they have. I
High Street, Hampton. across from 7-11 .
you 're a GREAT managing editor. (But a
know we've remin isced over all the good
._ _
Lo_s_t_a_nd-Found
_ _~]
worse person).
For Sale: Sofa ano chair : In excellent and
times we've had so I won't waste space
perfect condition. Bought new and on ly
and money (I have none left after th is
Oh no, you guys - not THAT again!!!
Found: One women's gold watch found
used for less than 6 months. Asking $275
week) going over them aga in. I won't
near Morrill Hall on Main St. Call Dwight
dollars. (Price negotiable). If interested,
forget that you've always been there . Party - in Stillings at 9 p.m. TONITE. Live
band dancing for only 50 cents! Wear a
Webb. 2-1730.
please call 868-1066.
when I needed you . When I was sick,
costume. See you there! fl
when we worked together, with all my
Freshman Camp '82 Execs -Larry, Di,
Lost: Silver necklace (rabbit pendant)
Everyone w i II be ·at Stillings tonight, won't
lumps and bumps. I hope I've been able to
Donna, Sue, Chr is. Deb, Groots, and Rob.
great sentimental value. Please call
they?
do half as much for you . If you th ink th is
Where do I start? You guys showed so
Barbara at 742-1789. Reward offered.
year was g.ood, watch out for t he next.
Yeah. I wonder who will have the best
many people just what camp is all about.
Love ya, Ski and Little J.
costumes?
Thanks so much for giving me the chance
Found : In Spaulding : Textbook :
Amy
W
.
You
are
a
tennis
racquet,
and
I'm
to be w ith you -This " Puppy" will miss
Environment of Life. Maxwell, 3rd edition.
We're off to see the wiz .. ..Does that give
a new tennis ball, thus we are destined to
1 pa ir "Menrad" eye glasses w ith gold
your faces so much ! You 'll always be a big
you a hint?
meet in the future.
part of my first year. Luv ya , " A iry"
frames. 1 Text and notebook for Spanish
Larry McG . You are MY hero!!!
(J . Nicoll-name inside notebook. Above
out
the
Do
you
need
extra
cash?
Check
Reeelet-Smoke 'em off electrolux/ Cathy:
items can be picked up in room 101,
Brendan-Just like old times. Glad you're
jobs on the Student Job board located
everybody here hates you and wants .to
Spaulding Building.
having a change of job; nowyou'll be less
outside the MUB Cafeteria.
stick their throat down you fork. Peter
grumpy.
Cati me; you're still needed
says sleep. Pud-z : do those ve ins! Larry:
Tired of having no money? There are
Found: Pretty black and white kitten
sometimes (Oh no : another legal
" ... and then· she ran away." Blow if off
many part-time jobs available in Durham
crying behind MUB in the woods. Scratch
mess????).
Buckaroo! E-man is a phfagonia-n
and the Seacoast area. Check the student
on nose, very friendly and playful. no
mesmerite. Eric W . is a leprous marsupial
Dennis- You're just a worse person!
job board located outside the MUB
collar, female. Double paws also. Call the
apirochete. It's too late to fall in love with
Cafeteria.
N.H. office at 2-1124 or stop by. 11 / -9
CV grads - Stayed the night to see your
Sharon T. and get WHO tickets. Stop
school not bad. although the paper
Chris and Grant-As long as I live I will
whining, hubberdouble bubble gum!
REWARD $100 - Watch-Woman's Gold
needs
some lessons from (do you still
never forget seeing you two doing the
Breetsry.
Omega, with missing stem winder, of
remember it?) the Essence . -B.F.
Manba to Kiss 108. I've never laughed so
Why pay list price at the Mall? The U.N.H.
great sentimental value . J . Doyle 569hard in my life! Brian, you may have the
Bookstore has Christmas books for
J .M .--You 're right . There are a lot of
3340. Call collect . Keep trying. 11 / 5
binoculars-but I can see for mile and
everyone on your list at discount prices.
weird people'around here.- L
miles! Of yeah! Lisa .

[g]

Reproductive·
Hea_lth ~are~
A team of health care
professionals offering

- GYNECOWGICAL
SERVICES
in all aspects of
women's health care and
gynecological surgery,
including office female
sterilizations and
PREGNANCY TERMINATIONS
All services provided by an
OB/ GYN surgeon and
professionally trained staff.

services also include
*

Birth Control Counseling
* Pro Choice Pregnancy Couseling
* FREE Pregnancy Testing
* Evening Hours
* Sliding Fee Scale
. * Complete CONFIDENTIALITY

Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof. Assn.
152 Court St.
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
603-436-6462
Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 am - 5 pm

When you could be
studying, or working, or
doing a variety of other
activites, why are you
reading the Personals
section of this newspaper?
Admittedly, this is a fine
newspaper; but there are
many other sections to
read in this awardwinning publication.
Aaah - you are hoping
someone wrote YOU a
personal. That girl (or guy)
in your Man and His
Environment Class, the
person on your intr_a mural
waterpolo team, or your
big sister at the Sorority.
Well, it's like getting mail:
you rarely get any until
you send some. Why don't
you just stop by Room 108
in the MUB and pay just $1
and send someone a
personal.
You're excited, we can
tell!
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I don't want Socrates to have a good day.
Ride Offered: Driving to Colorado,
Mind your own knitting, Xeno! -Summit County Area. Need rider to share
Xantippe.
driving and expenses. Leaving Nov. 2nd,
early morning. Can take two riders. Call
U.N.H . Departments will discover the best
742-6114 ask for Nancy or Denise, leave
wholesale office supply prices at the
Iceberg- Aren't you glad you went with
message.
this loser to the MUBPUB? Your trustee
U.N.H. Bookstore. 25%offretail. Compare
(sp.) caterer will take you anywhere!
and support your University store.
To the Sexy Social Chairman of Lambda
Happy Hallowed-evening. Seeyasweets. __ Hey Mark Oneil - Hope you had an
Chi. I've been watching you! I picked you
up at a party at the House last year (May
Need some money to enjoy your postexcellent birthday Wednesday. - a little
1st) and what a night it was -- How about
midterm celebration? Find a job on the
s_is_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
another night like that? If you get rid of
Rocky - I am very glad we won the game
STUDENT JO_B ~OARD, located outside
your grudges, call me, I'm around.
the MUB Cafeteria.
Wed. night, but I am not so very glad that it
wasattheexpenseoftherighthalfofyour
Anyone who sees Christine Charest, XPam, Babs, M.A., and Gleason, Now I
sen 1010 today- give her a big hug and
body. Yes, riding in the ambulance was
don't want to get sentimental and make
kiss and wish her a happy birthday. but
fun and everything, but I'd rather watch it
you all cry so I'll just say that you guys
don't tease her about the fact that she's
on television. The whole team would be
made my 19th the best ever. I'll never
only turning 18 today...
pleased if you would act as our coach and
forget all the signs, decorations, or the
stay on the sidelines so you don't do any
cake
and champagne breakfast. But most
Had a good scare yet this Halloween?
more damage to yourself for the rest of
of all, I'll never forget any of you and how
Come to the HAUNTED HOUSE at
the season. Hope you're feeling no pain as
special you made my day. Love, Caz.
Richardson House in the Minidorms.
the saying goes. Love K, L, D, P.
Guided tours will be led through for 25C
Now that your romantic interludes and
To our 'Big Brothers' at SAE - just wanted
kinky secret rendezvous with the bunny
per person on Sat, Oct 30 anytime from
to
say
thanks
for
everything
last
weekend.
are finally over, it's time ·to come home
7:00 pm - 11 pm. So come on down ... if
You guys are great and we are looking
you dare!
and listen to the Hallmark lover. You are
forward to an excellent year! - Your 'Little. one in a mil ion . You always know how to
A unique experience combining
Sisters·
- make me happy and if I said thank-you
academics, world travel and world
from now until the day I die, you still
Need A Job? Check out the Student Job
culture! SEMESTER AT SEAi Come find
Board located outside the MUB Cafeteria. : would never realize how much you mean
out what it's all about I Representative in
to
me. But, I hope you do realize how
Job Listings are posted daily.
the MUB Tuesday, Nov. 2 and Thursday,
much your hardwork and long hours
Nov. 4 from 12:30 2:30

r

Personals

CLlfTON, Just wont to thank you for th::at

Sue Merrifield-YAHOO!! We're family
now! Thanks for everything Tuesday
night•my rubber nose and boing-boing
antennae really made a hit at Karl's. I
needed rollerskates for those clues (but
kissing A.J . in the library was fun!). You're
fantastic! (Like, Big Time!) Love, Leslie
· I would like to make one thing perfectly
clear at this point in time--I am not a
crook, and I had absolutely nothing to do
with this **** T. T. affair (expletive
deleted). have a good day. -Xeno Smith
The University Bookstore has over 130
different gift calendars in stock. Shop now
while selection is excellent. All 20% off.
Billy! You're better than ever! Thin Ice is
really beginning to show what it can do! I
love the new originals! Keep on
"Believing"! Love Always, Tigger's
Friend. P.S. Congratulations to both you
and T.J . on Friday's performance.
To ''That Caring Person": Once . again
you've made my day! Thanks for the
personal! Why not give me the chance to
thank you in person? Love, Sara
Mark: The· best dancer at Sigma Beta.
New Year's Eve was the greatest. Thanks
so much for making every day special.
Also, I hope you have a Happy Birthday
Saturday!!! Love, Kim P.S. Can't wait to
celebrate Halloween!

beautiful rose (and its delivery). You
couldn't have picked a better gift - I'm a
sucker for flowers! by the way, when's
our dinner? I'll be waiting to hear from
you. And again, thanks a million. You
rr,ade my day. Love Wynnie.
To Mosey & Boo-sey (The Puckle Twins):
We've come a long way from you 18th in
the Blue Bus & even from the TunnelVisioned Ghosts. (How could anyone
mess up something that simple?) You two
have done so much for my sanity-keeping
it below par, but darn we have fun . Get
psyched for the big 20. Now the fearsome
foursome is totally legal. Boo -No more
being sensible, & Mo, you know what you
can 't do any more over. Have a great and
wild B-day. Love, Kath.
To Maureen -Have a superb birthday.
Now you're legal like the rest of us. Yeah!
Did you every hear about our Christmas
party tonight? Stop by. Hope to see you
today so I can give you your present.
Hey baby Huey, It was nice of you to be bio
last weekend. That's alright ·cause I was
too-Hope you still have the beer and
hamburgers for me - I'll be by sooner or
later. Love D.K.
Need something-to do Saturday? Browse
the U.N .H. Bookstore and discover a world
"of reading at discount prices. Open 10-4
every Saturday.

l,Uuh.Jn't have boon moro approoiatod by

anyone. So, thanks again for an
absolutely perfect day, Pam. I love you.
And just remember: A friend as special as
you really is hard to find!.
Did you know that used textbooks are 29%
off list price at the U.N .H. Bookstore?
Medulla - Happy 20th. Looking forward to
being in the quad next year. Rolfee, Carter
and Harness-.
Hey Everyone! All those ads for the
' weekend trip to MONTREAL. Canada are
"For Real"!! Get in touch with me if you're
interested in joinging our New Year's
Celebration party. Great Price. I'll need to
reserve some space for you. Call 8681529 evenings.
To Sam and Brian, The two guys we had
the leave fight with Wed the 20th around
9:30 p.m. You were com ing from an
engineering psych test (?) What year are
you two, whefe do you live, Sam what
color are.:,<pur eyes, and what would you
think of another leave fight? Due to
circumstances beyond our control we
1
can't use names but you can call us
Alimee and Alimoe. P.S. You can get in
: touch with us through personals or
Philbrook Box #3057.
Tell me, Xeno, what is the meaning of
"Have a good day."? Socrates.

THE WORLD IS ·ouR CAMPUS

Can you say Pah-dee? Su-u-u-re you can.
This Friday night Hunter Hall will be .
having the WILDEST Costume party on
campus. The guests, well, it's none other
than the girlie-girlies of Hitchcock: the
craziest bunch of sex kittens on campus.
Be there, ALOHA.
To the ladies in G-1 . Thanks for putting
up with me morning, noon and night. (Arid
Late Night). Let meknowifyouwant meto
start paying rent. If you're ever in Dover,
you know where you can stop. Keep up
the smut. J.
To Jilly-bean- Be at the "gare" in
Toulouse at 7:30 a.m. on Oct. 30, 1983 or
maybe the money exchange at the airport,
but please take a taxi, not a hike. If I'm not
there, then Copenhagen, if not there w/out a doubt, a Kiok! Love Damie-poo.
Amy - Heres to all the good times we've
shared and to the ones ahead. Your love
means the world to me, so on this, your
very special day, I give to you all the
happiness and love I can. Happy 21st
sunshine. -Love Forever Chuck.
Interested- in traveling around the world
but cannot take time off from school?
Check out Semester at Sea! a unique
global experience of a ·lifetime.
Representative in MUB Tuesday, Nov. 2
and Thurcday Nov A. fr"m 1 ?·~0

- ?·~0
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Andrea, thanks for being there. I love ya!
Mare
Psychic Readings/Life Purpose
Counseling. $10 for students, $15 for
others. Call for appt. 868-5932.
Happy Birthday Ginnie Be' Be'! Anyone
born on Halloween must be a real wierdo,
so how come you're so wonderful? You
say you 're a treat, we think you're a trick!
Happy Birthday! Your future roomies
Katie & Doe. •
Skiers - The New Hampshire Outing Club
is once again organizing the Ski "93"
Coflege Ski Week held January 16-21
(last week of break!). Price is $99.95
which includes 5 nights and 5 days of
lodging at Indian Head resort in Franconia
Notch and skiing at Cannon, Loon,
Waterville Walley, and Bretton Woods.
For more information contact Janis or
Monica in the Outing Club Office in the
MUB, room 129. Deadline for $50 deposit
is Nov. 14th.
Chadwick T. - So, what's the scoop? Have
you figured it out? Well, here's another
clue .. . My hair. is light brown, I'm not very
tall, and my favorite color is blue. YSS.
My dear Socrates, that is a very "good"
question. Oh, and Xantippe, you can kiss
my knitting. --Xeno.

To all the STUDS of TKE. We love waking
up to your beautiful faces each morning!
Hey Jason does "It" really workll -Here's
looking at ya!
Bugs, the chats have helped out
massively. Did you ever consider
becomingna & Chris. P.S. You're a
favorite too.
GREEK "HOE DOWN" Friday.Oct. 29th,
3- 7 p. m. All Greek members are cordially
invited (that means pledges too). Expect to
see "You All" there. Consult your Greek
Council Member for further details.
Joy P. You are the most awesome big
sister ever!! The big sister hunt was great
and so was the raid. I can forsee only great
times ahead. Talk about a massivefamilyl
Thanks for Karl's and everything - but
remember, I owe you one. DZ is "Fer
sure" the best and when I get my voice ·
back - look out! Get psyched for this
weekend! Keep Smiling Joy, your little
sister Jennifer.
B.J. of Hudd Fame, when you can learn
how to snatch this pen from my hand, you
too will be able to write personals.
Imbibing Amaretto and getting haircuts
will not help your truly magnificent
forehead (put it in cement!)
B-B-B-B 8080 - Are you Karen or Patty?
No m::ittPr RArl-i for a visit to Kappa?
Might as well, we can't dance anyway. ,
Wanna listen to some Neil Young? I'm not
as stoned as you think I am. Oh, but you
are. It's time for some straf. Are those
Helen's blue socks? No, It's a
hippopotamus. Oh Yeah, Oh yeah! P.S.C.
here we come. Lookout KJM and Pete, it's
our turn. Gus will be jealous. 4 holes in
your ear ohh-poo-yuk - thanx for the
Young albums and all the wild days. It's
not 7th grade anymore .. .oh my little
chickadee, excuse me while I kiss the sky.
Bongreve will never forget (or is that
Congreve?) Purple,leopard, roses and
Kinski - Is that Karen or Patty? No matter,
Aloha, Phi Alpha kappa Kappa Kappa and
all that good stuff. Together, together
forever and a day -Love ya KEC.
Hey Bill and Tom: You guys are the best!
Thank you for letting us kidnap you, Bill :
and good rescue job Tomi That was the
best massage I've ever had yet, Bill. You
also run the best Escort Service ·
(Bodyguard Service) in town . Thanks for
everything.
Bob-I do not, I repeat, Do Not flirt with my
Psych teacherll!
GREEK "Hoe Down" - Come on and get
down, Friday (that's today) 3-7 at SAE. All
Greek members invited. See your Greek
Council Members for tickets and details.

DO YOU KNOW WHAT THE STUDENT
JOB BOARD
CAN DO FOR YOU?
It is a free service designed to help University of New Hampshire
Students connect with part-time, temporary and seasonal jobs.

_For the Student:
it is a job resource center that lists jobs that will allow you to earn extra
cash, pay tuition or gain experience. There are many• part-time jobs
available in Derham and the Sea Coast Area.

Check the student job board outside the M ub cafeteria.
~

:·~c,.,.·- .
·· ? .

AROUND .THE WORLD: sails
Spring ·1933' (January 26-May 6)
P~rt Everglades, Florida • Cadiz, Spain
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria, Egypt
Haifa, Isael • Bombay, India • Colombo,
Sri Lanka·• Manila ·P hilippines• Hong Kong

For the Employer:
it offers a direct and professional way to fill your employment needs.
College students are some of the most motivated, intelligent and flexible
employees.

, Employers call the student activities office at 862-1524
. ·
.
.
to list a job

•Keelung, Taiwan • K~be, Yokahama Japan
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh. Semester ·at Sea offers students a superior full
semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester experience is
available to qualified students froin all accredited colleges and universities.
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the Uninrsity of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augumented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours. including special tours into the People•s Republic of China, available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is
fully air-conditioned. 18,000 tons, registered in 1.iberia and built in America.
For a free color brochure write: Semester of Sea. UCIS, University of Pittsburch, Forbes
Quadrangle. Pittsburgh. PA 15260. or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California call (714)
771-6~90).
Representative will be in MUB
Tuesday, November 2nd and Thursday, Nove-mber 4th

· 12:30 - 2:30

;\LL JOBS ARI - POS I 1-1) IL\ILY 0:\ THF
f-;Tl : DF:\T JOB BOARD. I.OCATLD I\'
I H 1: \ll . B
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-----TENNIS----Celeste Beliveau also ran
into f few obstacles against
Cindy Vlask. Beliveau lost 6-2,
6-2.
Julie Robinson and Chris
Stanton combined to break the
3-3 tie with their defeat over

r

i (continue~ from page 23)
Anne Kirtland and Ginny
Prouty 7-6, 6-1.
The team of Patti Crowe and
Cindy Guay lost to the better
skilled Sue Luther and Joanne
Roberts 6-0, 6-4.
Als<2_the determined t_!'_io __2f

Robin Steiff and Laura Joslin
played until the sun went down
before losing in the third set to
Mary Shields and Carol Stark
6-4, 6-7, 7-6.
. UNH's four top players will
attend the New Englands which
will start today.

OLD FARM PUB

IT'S AN
AWESOME
FEELING!!

Open 6 PM

Watch U.N.H. Hockey
On 7 Foot T. V.

MID-TERMS
ARE OVER!!!

Happy Hour 6 PM - 8 PM
3 Pool Tables
34 Locust St. Dover
742-9808 ..

Members and Guests Only
--...

-~

----~

,"-

.-

Pcppeuoir1e lJni{Jeusi~y
School or Lacv
wishes to announce that an admission officer will be on campus
to speak with anyone interested in pursuing a legal education.
To arrange an interview or to attend a group session, contact
the office listed below.
Contact: Career Planning
Date: Thursday
November 4, 1982
& Placement Office

UNH lady harriers
remain undefeated
By T .J. Reever
The UNH women's cross
country squad was able to keep
their recotd unblemished as
they narrowly escaped with a
victory' in a four team meet at
UMass on Saturday.
The lady Wildcats just out- ·
legged the University of Rhode
Island by two points as they
gathered 45 points while Rhode
Island was only able to score
47. The University of Vermont
was third with 54 and UMass
brought up the rear with 73.
This is the first year since its
inception six vears a~o that the
women have finished uncteteat- ·
ed. They completed this season
with a 6-0 mark.
The impressive thing about
their victory on Saturday was
that they were able to do it
without four of their top
runners. Coach Nancy Krueger
relied on her team's depth to
finish the season out
undefeated.
The harriers first finisher was
Ka thy Brandel I. Brand ell
captured the first place honors
easily, finishing 18 seconds
ahead of .·her nearest

competitors. "She built an
eight second lead at the mile
point," said coach Krueger.
"By the time she got two miles,
she had really opened it up."
Liese Shaff was the next
Wildcat to come across the
tape. Schaff finished third with
a time of 18:30.
Pam Egan was one of the
main factors behind the
harriers victory. Egan placed
eighth overall with a time of
18:53. Egan finished just ahead
of a Rhode Island runner to
help insure the victory.
Ann Lannan was the fourth
11msher tor the Wildcats.
Lannan was 16th with a time of
19:28. Barb Brueggeman was
17th in 19:30. Sue Wesolowski
was 21st and Holly ·o•Neil was ·
22nd.
The Wildcats will carry their
6-0 record to the New Englands
this Saturday. The meet will be
held at 11 am at Franklin Park
in Boston.
"Hopefully, we should win
it," said coach Krueger. "We
won it last year and no one has
ever won it two years in a row.
We would like to be the first."

* THE NEW FRANKLIN *
Your Favorite Movies
And A New Full Concession Stand

Sunday - Wednesday Evenings 7:10 & 9:10 P.M.
Admission: $1.50
OCT 31-NOV 1 DAWN OF THE DEAD - A Halloween Special.
The _ scariest of them all! Don't forget your
costume.

NOV 2-3 ·

3 STOOGES FESTIVAL - "Hey Moe, we're only
showing Curly's. Guaranteed no Shemp's or
Joe's."

NOV 7-10

JAMES BOND - Double Feature. See Sean
Connery in his 2 best performances as 007. Dr.
NO at 7:10 & FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE at
9:10.

NOV 14-17

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP
Starring Robin Williams. Garp is a very funny
entertaining movie.

NOV 21-24

NOV 28-29

DEC 5-8

GONE WITH THE WIND - This classic movie
depicted during the Civil War is probably the finest
romance movie ever produced. 1 show each night.
THE LAST TANGO IN PARIS - starring the
always exciting Marlon Brando, Maria Schneider,
is a romantic melodrama which will keep you
entralled.
THE BEST LITTLE WHORE HOUSE IN TEXAS
- This hilarious film starring Burt Reynolds and
Dolly Parton is breaking box office recor~s all over
the country.

NOV4

"Face to Face" - Tickets $2.75

. MOVIE HOTLINE: 868-5164

-•

National Collegiate
Bowling Chantpionship'
Tournanten t
Qualifying play will consist of a
12 Game Roll-off. Top six men and women
will represent UNH in regional
.
ACUI tournament.
· n up in the Games Room To
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Pats may stumble
into gold strike

Huskies
By Crystal Jackson
The UNH women's tennis
squad ended its 1982 season on
a bright note as they won a
close battle against the
University of Connecticut
Wednesday, 5-4.
Coach Russ Mccurdy said
in the middle of the match that
it would be a close one and he
was right.
The narrow win was headed
by the stunning performance of
Amy Walsh. With her
blistering forehand strokes
combined with strength and
placement, Walsh had little
problem downing her Huskie
opponent.
Although some of the points
were long, as these two forging
_enemies matched strokes, 1
Walsh brought together ·.
overwhelming finesse and
command as she defeated
Debbie Doellmer, 6-1, 6-3.
,-;\ Freshman Amy Walsh, UNH's first singles' player slices a
Lee Robinson followed on "backhand.(Tim Skeer photo)
'
the same track by also beating · as she defeated her opponent - S ha r o n Gibson had
her opponent. Robinson by one game. Howley had problems with her adversrary
incorporated an awesome troublesome moments when as she lost to Tracy Behrman 6backhand stroke with excellent she threw her racket in 4, 6-0. However, Shelley White
work at the net to get the win. frustration, however, her talent had no complications with Sue
Robinson trounced Donna prevailed and she downed Atkinson, who she creamed 6Bindelglass 6-4, 6-3.
Kathy Eckerly 7-6. 4-6. 6-4. l, 6-0.
Beth Howley played an Howley's win secured UNH's TENNIS, page 22
exceptio_nally re~sistent game_ victory.

Booters catch Terriers., 2-2
By Andy Arnold
BOSTON-Only the result
was the same.
Because for the fourth game
out of the last six, the Wildcat's
men's soccer team went into
overtime and came away
without a win in a 2-2 tie with
Boston University here
Tuesday night.
But the game was much
different than UNH's other
three ties. They· played on
astroturf, and under the lights
of Nickerson Field. They came
back from a goal deficit twice.
And more importantly, they
passed the ball consistently
from end to end.
In the first half neither team
scored. The Wildcats adjusted
to the quick surface, which left
the play about even. Both
teams had great attempts for
goals.
The best chance came from
UNH's Jamie Walter's. On the
right side, Walters made a
move around a BU player and
drilled a low shot to the goalie's
left. The goalie, Jeff Arsenault,
dove for the ball. It looked as
though he had control of the .
ball, but the ball went through
him and rolled past the left post
by only two or three feet.
:
The second half began with ·
the Terriers on the attack.
UNH was able to hold BU off
until the Terrier's Tom Bianco
hit a crossing shot to teammate
Greg Davies. Davies headed
the ball .into the stomach of
UN H's goalie, George
Gaillardetz, but the ba11
bounced off of Gaillardetz. The
ball went back to Davies, who
kicked it in for the first score at
56:54.
The Wildcats came right
back, a thing they haven't been
able to do this season.
UNWs first goal. · :was _by ·_

..

Mike Daley. He kicked the ball
through a crowd past the goalie
and into the left comer. The
play was set up by Tim .
Linehan, who made a crisp pass
to Daley for the tying goal.
From that point, to the end
of . the game, play was_
remarkably close, even though ·
UNH played a man short.
Chris Riedell was kicked out of
the game for hitting a BU
player in the face.
,

With 1:20 left !O play, BU's
Dave Munson kicked a shot
from thirty yards out.
Gaillardetz dove and the ball
hit off his right hand. The ball
then hit off the crossbar and
finally went out of play. That
was BU's best scoring
opportunity before UNH
pushed the game into overtime.
The Terriers scored early in
the IO minute overtime,

however; and it . looked as
though UNH would lose.
The Wildcats weren't ready
to give in yet, and just two
minutes later they scored.
Daley passed into Walters from
the right side. Walters t0ok a
shot right in front of the goalie,
who made the stop, John
Moorman, though, was there .
, to pounce on the loose ball and
tie the game again.
After the game head coach
Bob Kullen had many positive
things to say for his team.
"They never stopped," he
said. "We were- down a man
and they still did a hell of a job.
I like coming back in overtime.
I think that it takes a lot of
heart."
"Here's our typical end of the
year push," Kullen added.
The Wildcat's record is now
2-7-3. They play Rhode Island
at home Friday.

T~chool hoop opens
By Peter Clark
For the Thompson School
basketball team, Monday
marks the first day of the
season and a chance to defend
their Northern New England
Small College Conference
Title.
The Wildcats coached by
Doug Beard rolled up an 11-4
overall mark last year, and a
10-0 league record to capture
that title. According to Beard,
the toughest task ahead is
whether guard Mark Baldwin
and center Norris Hammond
can be replaced.
"It's going to be tough
finding someone to fill Mark's
shoes. He holds most all the
Thompson S0ool. records,"

said Beard. "And as for Norris,
he's a player everyone wants on
their team."
Beard will be relying heavily ·
on c~nter Paul Price to pick up
the slack. Price, a 6 '6 ", 225
pound Manchester native, led
the team in rebounds last
seas_o n, but has been plagued
with a groin injury that has
hampered his pre-season
workouts.
Second year men Paul
Blanford and Chris Stamoulis,
both forwards last season will
most likely be converted to
guards. They'll join the only
returning guard Gerald Brass~Brass, 5'9", 165 pounds from
New Boston, Mass. is the top
candidate for t~~ ~~i?t g_u~rd .

Why you say is Patriot coach Ron Meyer
playing golf these days with a toothy grin the
size of his native state of Texas?
Or maybe those of you losing sleep over the
NFL strike wonder why the Patriot's owner,
Billy Sullivan, is making the rounds on
Halloween this year dressed in a Red Auerbach
costume?
And then again why is the dearly departed
Russ Francis bad mouthing the players'
negotiator, Ed Garvey?
You see all these people know something
that we don't because well placed rumors
indicate that Happy Day~ Are Here Again for

the Patriots as long as the strike continues.
In fact, the Patriot owners, coaches and·
players have -been hitting the churches for ·
double sessions lately, praying to the almighty
for the strike to last the .entire season.
. The reason Ron Meyer and .Billy Sullivan
. are smiling is because our beloved winners of
last year's Stupor Bowl, the New England "Patriots, will once again be first to pick in the
collegiate draft.
So what if Kenneth Sims will be what Rex
Morgan was to the Celtics. Who cares? As long
as another game is not played in the NFL, it's
only logical that the Patriots will once again
come away with the first draft pick. They are ·
the league's worst team.
How else can the NFL dole out the players in
the collegiate draft?
Oh sure, Pete Rozelle could preside over the
owners of the NFL teams while they play a
round robin tournament on one of those ,
electronic football games in which the
magnetic field shakes violently and the players
go haywire.
Or maybe they could decide the draft
standings by having the owners pair off in front
of a television screen in the Rozelle home and
play Atari (after all George Plimpton endorses
it) until there is a Video King.
Of course, another alternative_is to have the
various owners and their staffs compete headto-head with the Monday Night Football
mini-computer game with Howard Cosen and
Co., calling the play-by-play.
The problems with these methods is that
nobody would have any incentive to win. After
all, who wouldn't want a first draft choice in
•the country? And although I'd hate to think of
these owners throwing even video games, the
temptation is better left alone.
One of you might argue that these guys
'could flip coins. Surely the fairest way. But can .
you imagine Al Davis, Georgia Rosenbloom ·
and Pete Rozelle making it through this
process without either firing a punch, suing
somebody or cheating?
So the only alternative for the NFL is to give
the Patriots the first draft pick. Or resume ·
play. Personally, I'll take the pick and a season
to be named later.
position.
The upcoming season is
described by Beard as a •
"transition season," but Beard
( continued from page 24)
feels some incoming freshmen
could really turn the club into a older team, with seven senTors
playoff contender once again.
on offense as well as on defense.
"I like our schedule this Dave Grimsich returns at
year," said Beard. "I feel we quarterback, completing 79
have some kids coming in that passes in 180 attempts so far
can help us, and if they come th is year. His principal
through for us, there's no receiver, Tom Mut, leads the
reason why we can't be in the conference in receptions with
32 catches for 548 yards.
playoffs again."
The 'Cats_ will open their
So what if this should add up
regular season schedule, to a Rhode Island victory?
"We _lose on~ g~me and our
November 29 at Lundholm
Gymnasium against Nashua ~eas?n is over: said M_cCann.
Vo-Tech Cnllege
We O be_playmg for pnde, but
•· ·
r. ·
·
• what's J1rtde. 1' •
_,
• • •
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Third ranked Huskies corner UNH
the third ranked team in the word for it. And despite the
nation, scared and co_giplainiI_!g_ corpplaints from the UCoim
that UN H's go ahead goal with coaches; the goal stood for not
After all, they still won 2-1. 17 minutes left in the game was only the lead, but possibly the
- Here was the big bad
. biggest upset for any UNH
illegal.
. Connecticut field hockey t~~m-2. _
Craf!Y might be a better team_ tbis_s.easoo_.__ __

By Todd Balf
It was typical sore loser stuff.

•

ID

What Laurie Leary did was ·
instead of hitting the penalty
corner to the top of the circle,
'she fired the ball right at the
goal and into the crowd of
UConn defenders. Just as it
works in the playbook the ball
banged off a leg and into the
net. Not pretty but effectiv·e.
"That play is designed for all
kinds of unusual things to
happen," said UNH coach Jean
Rilling.
.
Unfortunately, last year's
national champions didn't

However, the excellent
goalten2._ing of Balducci and
standout aefensive work of
Cathy Sauchuk and Shelley
Lively kept the national
champions off the scoreboard
.in the seven and a half minute
overtime period.
But with just three seconds
left in the period, the Huskies
struck again. After two
consecutive penalty corners,
U Conn made good on the
third.
Carolan Norris rifled a shot
out

front

that

beat

cxc1ctly drop their 3tick3 a.nd

from

head back to Storrs, Conn.
Instead the Huskie attack
zeroed in on UNH netminder
Robin Balducci and peppered
her with a good portion of their
33 shots on the day.
In fact, UConn stayed in the
UNH circle for almost the
entire final ten minutes of the
second half. But Balducci was
equal to the test, and when she
wasn't, Balducci's teammates
backed her up.
After the Huskies set up
another picture perfect shot off
a penalty corner, Laurie Becker
ripped a shot past Balducci.
But Barbara Marois went to
her knees to
the save and-clear.
Eventually a series of penalty
corners by UConn resulted in
the tying goal when Rooe
Smith, the Huskie's leading
scqrer with 10 goals and six
assists this season, picked up a
ball UNH didn't clear and fired
it past Balducci 's left.
The goal was scored at the
eight minute mark and U Conn
continued to pressure the
Wildcats for the remainder of
r~gulation play for the g~me
wmner.

Balducci cleanly and sent the
champions home with a
precari9us hold on their
national ranking and 13-2
record.
"The sign of a championship
team is exactly what they did,"
said Rilling. "They caught fire
when they needed to."
Rilling said she was happy
with the Wildcats'performance
and surprised Connecticut
wasn't better.
"Coming into this game I
thought maybe they were way.
way above us," she said. "For
them to be second in the nation,
we obviously caught them on

make

Senior Joan McWilliams outruns' UConn opponent in 2-1 UNH loss.(Tim Skeer photo)

OT, 2-1

·'They caught fire' .
. - - Rilling _
an off day."
The Wildcats had six shots to
UConn's 33 while Balducci
registered 18 saves. The
Huskies also had the advantage
in penalty corners, taking 14 to
UNH's three.
_
The Wildcats record is now
.5-8-2 going into tomorrow's
game at the University of
Vermont.

ffigh. school teammates not ready to quit yet
McCann, who played together Wildcats win all three games
at Brockton High in Brockton, and, with some outside help,
They're in their fifth year at. Mass., will either have ended or take the YC title and the
UNH and their fourth of UNH started anew.
.automatic Division I-AA
football, but all that matters to
The former will come true if playoff berth that accompanies
them now is the upcoming UNH isn't able to win its final it.
"We've been saying to each
three weeks.
•
three Yankee Conference
For after three weeks have games against Rhode Island ( I other, 'Hey, we got three
passed, the schoolboy football pm Sat. at UNH), Maine and weeks left but the season can't
days of UNH offensive tackle Massachusetts.
end there. We gotta do it,"'said
Ken Kaplan and center Tom
The latter will happen if the _ McCann.

By Steve Damish
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Patriot head coach Ron Meyer tied the Old Grad last week with a 4-2 mark. So for another
week the Old Grad keeps his hand out of his pocket. This week's guest is the award winning
sportscaster for WCVB-TV, Don Gillis.

And how important is it that
they do?
"You think about all the
years of running, lifting weights
and everything," said Kaplan,
"and you say, 'It's about time I
got something out of it
finally."'
Kaplan and McCann have
already gotten some rewards;
they've been part of three
winning seasons at UNH. But
thoses wins have been against
the wrong teams.
"I've been here for ·five
years," said McCann, "and
we've never been close to
winning the conference. This
year we got an excellent
chance. We just gotta put it
together."
.
. In the three years that the
two have played at UNH (both
were red-shirted as freshmen),
the Wildcats compiled an 1811-2 record (4-3, 1-1 conference
so far this year). Their
conference record for the same
time is 7-7-1.
"Every year we come in and
say we want to go to the
playoffs," said Kaplan, "but
every year we've fizzled."
Last year is a good example
of what UNH has gone
through. The Wildcats were 40, 2-0 in the conference. Then
Maine shattered their

unmarred record with a 26-16
wm.
It was Homecoming for
Maine. They were winless .
They had every reason to upset
UNH.
The critical loss came three
weeks later when UNH, then 61 overall and 2-1 in the
conference, lost to Rhode
Island 14-12 . .
"'I watched the film from last
year," said Kaplan. "We blew
so many chances."
This year the game against
the Rams is even more
important. UNH can't afford
another conference loss with
Boston University at 3-1 in the
conference and Connecticut at
1-1. And because of that fact,
the game this year puts more
pressure on the players.
"It's not a great situation to
be in," said Kaplan, "but when
it's do or die, you get a lot more
out of everybody."
"I think there's some
pressure on them (players),"
said UNH coach Bill Bowes.
"They're at an age right now
where they have to face up to
the pressure and perform up to
their utmost capabilities."
The URI team applying the
pressure this~~ekend is an
FOOTBALL, page 23

